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Ribbons

Ribbons Than Any Other In
County For Work of Art.
Eleven Blue Ribbons were the
total number of prizes awarded the
Cimarron Public School at the
meeting in Albuquerque
last week for products that were
placed on exhibition. The prizes
were awarded for drawings, both
plain and chromo colors, needle-crafwriting and fancy work, performed by the students of the local

Xmas Toys
Here For

t,

school.

The Cimarron school carried
away more blue ribbons at the as
sociation meeting than any other
school in the county, including RaDawson receivton and Dawson.
ed more blue ribbons than did
Cimarron at the Northern New
Mexico Fair in October, but not so
at the rheeting of last week.
Great credit is due the Cimarron
school faculty for the winning ol
the ribbons. Due to their efforts
it it that the students are making
such wonderful strides in an educational way. The most humble is
given the same careful attention
and consideration that others
ceive.
It has long become recognizsd
in the local school that the variety
of subjects is not the most import
unt, and stress is laid upon the
ex'ent of the studies in which they
are taught, and in this connection
it is not to be thought some subjects are not taught here. Not so
with the Cimarron school, as every

The Kiddies
Christmas toys and tree decora
tions will not be scarce for the little kiddies in this section so far as
Asthe merchants are concerned.
of
descripof
all
sortments
toys
tions are now on displav at the lo
cal stores and nicer collections, it
is believed, were never before put
on display in Cimarron.
Not only are there tovs for the
the little folk; little folk grown tip
will find large varieties of suitble
and appropriate gifts to
lect

from, in fact !vry member of the
family is well represented in gilts
on the bargain counters of Cimar
ron stores.
There remain but three weeks in
which to do your shopping before
Christmas and those who are critical buyers are waiting no timt to
make the best of the early opp
and avoid the rush the last
few dm v.hen the holiday r ods
tire pick d over".
Some exceptional bargains are
studv that is taught in the public
in the columns of this
advertised
schools of the state, comes in for
undoubtedly
and
the public
issue
its share of studv. Aside from
will
of
advantage
take
them.
having the Braded school, a com
plele lour 'year high school course
is also taught.
The Spauish child- attorney general has confirmed the
ren are taught their mother lang- view taken ol it at the time. This
uage by a teacher in Spanish, who law is believed to be unique in the
is recognized throughout the coun- United States, lor it vests with the
ty for efficiency and ability.
power of airest all witnesses 10
This, coupled together with the any act of cruelty to animals, mis.
fact that every teacler is an artist treatment or similar offenses.
in her lines, is the culmination of
The act came to light when a
progress made in the local school, young attorney exercised his right
and a tenable reason why parents of arrest upon a man whom he saw
for miles around entrr their child- abusing a kitten. Without bothren in the Cimarron school, know- ering to call an officer, though one
ing as they do that the school is was near, this young man haled
outclassed by no other institution the offender into a justice's court
in the state, barring of course the and there charged him with the ofuniversities.
fense. Some question wasraistd
Much of the succes is likewise as to the authority the young man
due to the capable and efficient taken upon himsell but investigacounty superintendent, Joaie Lock- - tion developed that he bad in no
ard, who is ever alert and avake way exceeded the authority the act
to render counsel with the teachers confers upon aiy private citizen.
The offender was fined.
to promote the educational systs
for the wellfare and benefit of those
The act is e part of the compilawho are enjoying the advantages tion of 1905 and had been on the
to be bad in the Cimarron public books for an unknown length of
time prior to that date, being a
school.
strengthening of an act as found in
arlier c mpilations. In reads in
D. R. Lane Writes
part as follows:
"Any person who mav be found
in the act of violating
the
Dumb Animals
str lute j may be arrested by
sny other person who may see or
About Cruelty Law find him in tbe act of committing
such violation and the person so
anti-cruelt-
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Forceful Is

Dr. Vaughan

i

The following is in part the adH. Vaughan, dedress of Dr.
livered at the convention of the N.
MT E Association last week:
A generation ago it was the cus.

and well-fe- d
tom for
men to poke fun at the "farmers'
College" as being more interested
in bay and hogs and horses, and
cows and corn and cotton. But
the new l" in ration has the vision
to see that these interests exist,
not for themselves, but for the
m?u and women whose welfare they
near-signte-

Cent For Each Message Sent Will
Go Into Government Coffers To
Make Up Deficciency.

d

Activity Is

Rampant In

serve.
The one legitimate function of
all institutions maintained at pubas in his judgment would be most lic expense is to increase the pub"
proper
lic welfare.
The iucreasing interUnusual activity in the Red RivAnother remarkable leature of est in agriculture, yes, the whole
er
and E'town mining districts 8
"immethe act is that it requires
modern aroblem of industrial
reported
from those camps. Tbe
by
g
the trial indue
diate" action
of the
bus the
Pratt mill it is slated has been thowho may, if 'he offense is suff- people as its ultimate object.
roughly overhauled and enlarged
iciently serious, hel l th alleged ofIn a state l;ke New Mexico, 85
during
tbe summer and fall months
fender lor the gr ind jury in auy pet cent of whose population is ru.ud
is
now ready for operation.
sum he may see fit to name.
ral and agricultural, the Agricul- The Pratt company is the most
substantial intmt district and its
progresshas marked the development of the richest mine in tbe
group that is now being developed

Mining Dist.

cdu-citio-

.

well-bein-

He Comes Up
Charles
Smiling
Sherman
By

or will be soon.

Its properties are rich in gold
and other precious metals, but the
former is the metal that is now being worked, and in reality it is the
only mineral which the company is
in a position to treat in its plant.
The gold is separated from the
rock by means of a cyanide solution.
Other mining properties in that
district are undergoing a process
-

of development

the like of which is

unprecedented in the history of
tría; section.
The group of mines at E'town
are reporting conditions very favorable. Tbe Deep Tunnel mine is
steadily developing ics properties
with a zeal that bespeaks ultimate
success for the Mclntvre Bros.,
who are engineering the feat of
tunneling baldy Mountain.
iu u t
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COLFAX"

ToDs Now In Effect
I

The Colfax county district court
will convene at the court house in
Raton, next Monday, December
7, with the grand jury in session,
to pass on the legality of the cases.
The court work proper will begin
December 14, when legal talent
will be set in motion.
The docket
for this - term of court is largely
made up' of criminal oases, partly
from this county and a number to
be tried on a change of venue. All
in all, this session of the court is
to be the hardest over others lor
several years.

OF

Tax On Telephone

The Lecture

December 7

Cimarron School Receives More Blue

For

KEYS

Dist. Court

Cimarron School Is

Awarded

IEW MEXICO. THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3. 1914.
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can't keep a good man

down. He had no idea
he'd be kidnapped by a general,
a Wall street raider and the loveliest girl in the world - they got
him for a week in a motor, the
wildest, merriest ride but in every
emergency he came up smiling.

A Comedy Jiovel

Delicately Romantic

which makes a particular appeal to
those who love good humor, well
drawn characters, convincing description and wholesome romance.

Our Next Serial, Don't Miss It I

Si

tj.

n

Tbe far reaching effects of the
European war will be felt in a
small way by the telephone users,
according to the announcement
made here today by the United
States Internal Revenue Depart,
ment. The new federal revenue
tax on telephone and telegraph
messages goes into effect December 1st all over the country, and a
government tax of one cent will be
collected
every
message
for
amounting to fifteen cents or inore.
Officials of The Mountain Statea
Telephone and Telegraph company
operating in the seven mountain
states, have been busy for tbe past
month notifying exchanges in all'
parts of tbe system of the manner
in which this tax is to be collected
and turned over to tbe government.
Notices have been sent to each of
the 350,000 subscribers in the system and placards containing tbe
provisions of tbe new law are to be
posted in every pay station. According to tbe law, all long distance messages amounting to fifteen
cents or over are taxed one cent,
whether from private telephones or
from public or pay stations. Toll
calls from private telephones will
be counted by the company and
taxed in a lump sum on the monthly bill. Pay station customers will
be required to drop a penny in tbe
coin box of tbe telephone when
their call is made. There will be
no tax on local messages where no
toll cbarge'is made.
The effects of the new law will
be interesting in this western country, where the number of pennies
in circulation ia proportionately
small. Accordieg to officials of
tbe United States Mint in Denver,
all pennies are coined in Philadelphia and shipped through the Denver mint and
for distribution. No shortage of peonies
is anticipated,
as tbe banks
throughont the country have been
supplied in the last tew weeks.
In some caaes, according to officials of the telephone company,
the cost of collecting tbe tax from
public pay stations will exceed tbe
tax itself, but tbe new law ia stringent and requires tbe collection to
be made on every call.
snb-treasu- ry

tural college would be tbe state's
most vital institution even if it
served no other section of our people except the 85 per cent who live
in the country. When, therefore,
to our school of agriculture you
add our schools of engineering,
commerce, domestic .science and
general science, which serve the interests ol the other 15 per cent,
(you will readily see that the Agri
cultural college occupies a place
absolutely unique among tbe state's
educational institutions, in tbat it
serves a full 100 per cent of our

Tax Roll Returned
In Failure To Make

pc

Land Office Turns

Stipulated Raises

Over Large Sum
According to tbe Santa Fe New
Mexican tbe tax rolla of Colfax
To The
county that were sent to tbe traveling auditor's office, were returnA total of I431.740.36, by tar ed to the county assessor for cortbe largest amount in New Mexi- rection. In checking the rolls it
co's history, bas been remitted to was found that :he increase in the
tbe state treasurer by tbe state assessment of tbe Mountain States
land commissioner during tbe fiscal Telephone ft Telegraph company
year just closed.
from $4574i to 186,083 and the inThe state fiscal year closed Mon- crease in tbe assessment of the
day, November 30th. The final coal reserves of tbe St. Louis,
remittance for the year, covering Rocky Mountain ft Pacific railroad
the month of November, was made from 305,003 to 346,003 had not
by the ind commissioner's office been made. These increases were
Saturday. Tbe total for tbe month provided at the July session of rhe
was 150,766.3a.
state board of equalisation.

State
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RUSSIAN NAVY IS
BOTTLED UP, THE

GERMANS ASSERT

ana pursuit of the Russian center was
to draw off the second and third
armies from Bast Prussia and Galleta.
What these lesser Slav forces are doing ha not been revealed.
Veil of Secrecy.
The veil of secrecy has been
drawn over the battles between
WEDGE OF RUSSIANS SUNDERS
the Russians and the Austro-Oermaforces. The headquarters ot both
AUSTRIANS
PROM
armies now sre confining themselves
ALLY,
to the briefest statements concerning
the hostilities, saying merely that
fighting Is In progress.

NÍW8

BRITISH NAVAL

LATE

ATTACK RENEWED

n

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

Turks Control Black Sea and
Teutons Hold Baltic-W- hite
Sea Frozen
During Winter.

British Warship Sunk.
The British warship Bulwark hat
been blown up In the Medway river
off Sheerness by an explosion In hei
magazines. Only twelve were saved
of the crew of 700 or 800 aboard
HOLY WAR DECLARED out
the Bulwark.
The explosion Is believed to have been in an Internal
magazine.
Whether It was caused by
Sultan Call on All Mohammedan to German agent or was an accldenl
such as might have occurred in timet
Slaughter British, Slav
and
of peace, has not been determined.
French-Anothe- r
Battle
British Los Another Boat.
In Poland.
Striking a mine oft Grimsby at tho
mouth of the Humber river, near Hull
the British collier Khartoum wni
Summary of Events.
blown up, a report from the British
The Russian navy is
for admiralty announces. The crew wai
the present. This is the gist of saved, but the Khartoum went to the
an official l.clnration made by bottom.
ms.-I.-s-

the German war office. The
Turkish navy dominates the Black
sea and the Sea of Azov, according to the declaration. A bombardment of Odessa is feared and
Russian shipping companies have
removed their ships from these
bodies of water. A blockade of
the harbor of Libau places the
control of the Black sea in the
hands of the Germans, while the
freezing of the harbor of Archangel, in the White sea, severs
Russian communication with the
outside world.
Qermah Defeat In Poland.

Russia and Germany each claim a
great victory in Poland. The Russian
claim is supported, however, by reports from neutral countries and from
It Is said
neutral correspondents.
that the Slavs have virtually crushed
one of Germany's finest armies in an
engagement staged between the Vistula and Warta rivers in Poland and
have taken about 50,000 prisoners.
When the full details of the Russian
victory are known, declares Lord
of all
Kitchener, commander-in-chie- f
the British forces, they will furnish a
story that will astonish the world
describing a blow such as has not
been dealt since the days of Napoleon.
Abandon Quns and Transports.
The Germans have begun a retreat
along the entire front, and In many
places the flight Is a disorderly rout,
marked by the abandonment of artillery, maxims and transports. Berlin
meanwhile is beginning to talk about
repulsing Russian attacks, which is a
subtle method of announcing that the
German troops are on the defensive.
The main Russian force is exclusively engaged against the Plock
group, whose front is cut in halves.
Its right half is surrounded on all
sides and Is vainly struggling as In an
iron vise and striving to break through
to the left wing at Lowlcz, which in
turn Is battling unsuccessfully.
A Second Battle Probable.
The same dispatches that tell of
Von Hlndenburg's reverses, however,
say that the Oerman reinforcements
were being brought up so that another
great battle Is likely to develop on a
line nearer to the frontier of Poson,
where the Germans will have the
same chances of renewing a vigorous
offensive as had the Russians In the
present Instance.
General Von Hlndenburg has about
400,000 men, but If the Petrograd report can be accepted, they have been
separated, badly cut op and thousands
taken prisoner, so these German forces
will requite reformation and rest.
Another Russian army Is operating
along the border of East Prussia, and
a third one Is pursuing a vigorous
campaign in northern Austria. It
was said by military experts that the
purpose of the Austro (crinan attack
CAPT. BENTON C. DECKER

To Help England.
A brief dispatch from Lisbon sayt
the Portuguese congress has decided
with
that Portugal should
the Allies. The minister of war hat
called (or a partial mobilization of the
army. The treaty by which Portugal
believes It is bound to aid the Allien
was made In 1703 with England, and It
provides that "each shall mutually aid
and help the other" In case of attack.
French Guns Near Metz.

Shatt-el-Ara-

NEW TROOPS TO POLAND

g

L
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:

choice

$7.

.7.75

6.

757.25

steers, corn fed, fair

good

steers, grasser. good

to choice
steers, grasser. fair
VON HINDENBERQ'S
ARMY SPLIT
to good
Heifers, prime, corn fed . .
INTO THREE PARTS BY QRAND
Cows and heifers, corn fed,

7, OO07.6S- -

Beef

DUKE'S 8TRATEGY.

Weetern New apa per Union New Servir.

London, Dec. I. Another day of the
crucial bal tie between the Russians

and the Germanic allies In Poland has
passed without news of a decisive result. The Berlin officii. I statement
ssys thnt there Is nothlnr of importance to report from Poland while the
Russian government rests upon its
warning against
Tho
facts, as gleaned from various messages of correspondents, appear to be
engagethat three
ments are progressing between Thorn
on the north and Cracow on the Bouth,
In which both combatants
have
achieved local successes, without a distinct victory for either arms.
Some of the British military experts
believe that Field Marshal von Hin
denburg's 'orces have been spilt Into
three units, one of which certainly is
almost completely enveloped, while
the Russians have driven a wedge between the German army and its Austrian ally in the region of Cracow.
They declare that the Germans
have consistently underestimated the
qualities of their Muscovite opponents,
and have opposed them with a body
composed almost wholly of second-lintroops, but are now rushing
heavy reinforcements from the western Une to avert a Polish Sedan.
They express the opinion that the
Issue depends on whether these arrive
in time.
Berlin reports the failure of the
Russian attack on the forts east of
Darkehmen in East Prussia, with
heavy losses, while unofficial messages from Petrograd describe important Russian gains and the capture
of ten miles of trenches to the northeast of Lodz.
Advices from Holland report that
railway traffic, newspapers and posts
in the Brussels region are entirely
suspended, it Is presumed, for the purpose of suppressing news of a movement of German troops to the eastward.
The only development of the day in
the western theater was the renewal
of the British naval bombardment of
the German base at Zeebrugge.
England was surprised at the announcement that King George had left
on a visit to the headquarters of the
British forces In France.
Monday was the fortieth birthday of
Winston Spencer Churchill, first lord
of the admiralty, and the papers pay
a tribute to his remarkable career.
The seventieth birthday of the
queen mother Alexandra will be celebrated today.
Luxemburg reports that the Germans have paid a substantial sum for
damages resulting from their occupation of the grand duchy.
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Captain Decker, commander
of the U. 8. 8. Tennecaee, whose
launch was fired on by a Turk.
i ah fort near Bmyrné,
is here
shewn In full uniform.

Cattle.
steers, corn fed, good

Beef
to
Beef
to
Beef
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Turko-Russla-

ILL EXPECTED TO RAISE OVER
IN REVENUE BY
$100.000,000
SPECIAL TAX.

DENVER MARKETS.

French artillery continue to bombard Arnavllle, only ten mile from
Metz, Germany.
The development ol
an offensive in Lorraine has long
been expected, but to what extent it
may be carried was not indicated at
the war office.
From north of Verdun and south of
Metz the German line extends in a
wedge Into the Verdun-Tou- l
defenses
of the French. The two sides of the
wedge are Joined
3 the region of
Chauvonvourt and St. Mlhiel, where
desperate fighting has occurred the
last week. It was at Chauvonvourt
that the French suffered heavy losses
through the explosion of German
mines. The French have been unable
to drive the Germans from the positions they now hold in this district
and the movement upon Arnavllle Is
evidently a tightening of the circle
which the French are endeavoring to
drive about St. Mlhiel.
Heavy Attack on Allies.
The Allies have been attacked in
force from Ypres to La Bassee. A
terrific battle has commenced. The
Germans have heavy reinforcements
snd fresh guns for this renewal of the
effort to cut through the Allies' line.
The English artillery, however, thus
far has thwarted all the German attempts.
It Is now said the plan Is to reach
the French coaat by December 10. The
Germans show few signs of being
staggered by their enormous losses
and dispatches from Berlin set forth
that the German troops are far better
able to stand exposure to the cold
than are the allies. The forces of
Emperor William
are trained and
clothed for just such an emergency,
wnlle the troops of the Allies, from
the south of France, from Morocco and
from India must necessarily suffer
greatly.
Mine Imperils Gotham Harbor.
Cold and Fatigue.
New York. A mine with five conThe extreme cold weather and the
exhaustion of the troops engaged tact points extending from it is afloat
achave vltually brought the battle in seven miles west of Fire Island,
of
Davles
the
Captain
cording
to
Flanders to a standstill.
steamship Etonian, in from London.
Captain Davles said he passed the
Holy War Proclaimed.
The proclamation of a holy war, an- mine while his ship was bound in.
the mine is said to be
nounced for the first time some ten The spot where
days ago, has Just been published at adrift lies In the pathway traveled by
Constantinople. Jt Is signed by the all transatlantic veasels leaving and
entering New York harbor.,
sultan and twenty-eigh- t
Moslem
priests and calls on the Moslem world
to participate in a holy war against ARMY ESTIMATE IS 8104,124,512.
Great Britain, Russia and France.
War Department Asks Congress for
Turks Are Winning Fsst.
83,000,000 Increase Over That
Official reports given out In Conof Last Year.
stantinople relate the continued successful Turkish advance upon Batum,
Washington. Appropriations aggrethe Russian port on the Black Sea. gating $101,121,512 to carry the army
All the territory between the
through the coming year are proposed
border and the River Chursk In estimates which the War Departis In Turkish hands, while a Turkish ment has Just completed for submisforce In the southern part of this tersion to Congress. This is an Increase
ritory has taken Artwln. The Turks of $rt,105,300 over the total carried by
declare that the English losses at the army bill for tho current year, alamounted to "50 dead though reductions are made in the aland several thousand wounded.
lowances for many branches of the
Russian Port Bombarded.
service.
The Turkish cruiser Hamldieh, folA new Item of $150,000 for purchase
lowed by a flotilla of torpedo boats, of automatic machiue rifles is asked.
appeared off Tauliae, Russia, and Altogether $2,900,000 is sought for amopened fir, hurling 125 projectiles munition, compared with $1,000,000
into the neighborhood.
The Russian carried in the current law.
artillery immediately replied with a
very, effective fire.
Coloradosn Seeks Niagara Falls Job.
Turks Reach Suez Canal.
Buffalo, N. Y. The first application
An official Turklah statement say
for the office of city manager of Nithat the Turkish troops have reached agara Falls under the commission
the Suez Canal. In fighting near El form of government, was received
Kantara the English suffered heavy from P. W. Pinkerton, city manager of
losses snd took flight.
Montrose, Colo. The new form Is efone year hence.
fective
Riot in Constantinople.
The British embassy in ConstantiEnds Own Life After Awful Struggle.
nople has been sacked and the Rus-slsGrand Junction. Failing to kill
hospital pillaged and all foreignhimself by a rifle shot and by an aters have been more or less seriously tempt at drowning, and after an hour's
abused.
terrible sgony, George Nold, 66, forMay Attack Italy
merly a Rio Grande railroad conTho Italian governmentNs aware
ductor, finally accomplished his purdoing
is
Austria
that
Its utmost to pose by disemboweling himself and
induce Turkey to attack Italy, but cutting the arteries In his wrist.
none tho less hesitates to believe the
report thst has Just come In from one Pays 837,800 for Invading Luxemburg.
ot Its most reliable, agents that comPurls. Germany has paid an Indem
mon action ot the combined Austro-Turkisnity of 190.000 marks ($37,500) to the
duchy of ux. inborn, according to a
squadron Is to be expects
lr Mia Tmw frnm Hr.rrlAI.llW
against Italy at a very early date.
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TAX IS IN EFFECT

Weetern Newspaper Pnlon New Service.

OCR-MA-

eHar-ein-

good to choice
Cows and heifers,
fair to good
Cows and belfers.
good to choice
Cow and heifer,
'air to good
Cow and heifers,
common to fBlr
Feeding cows
Veal PHlve ;
Bulls

corn fed

grassers,

507.00

6

Jt8eft

.01

7.00

5 ,7506.28

t

grassers,

,75fj.60
Ó4J

Ml

3 .75014.75
4
7 new 9 00

180546

Hog.

4 50T.50
5 00 J B.50
8 .657.40

6 M it c.r.r.
6 oo Qi 6.00

7t07.75

8hep.

Lambs

8
6,

5.

grassers,

Stag
Feeders snd stockers. good
to choice
reeders snd stockers, fair
to good
Feeder and stockers, common to fair
Good hogs

8.00)8.60
4.7 505.60

Ewes

Yearlings
Wethers
Feeder lambs, f.p.r
Feeder ewes, f.p.r
Breeding ewes

5.766.50
6.28ft600

6.607.25
3.60O4.30

4.605.25

Hay.
Carload Price.)
Colo, upland, per ton ....11. 00O12.00
Nebraska upland, per ton 9 ,00010.00
Second bottom, Colorado
9.50
and Nebraska, per ton S ,50
14 ft061l.SH
Timothy, per ton
Alfalfa, per ton
7 00 O 8.00
18.00
South Park, choice, per ton.
San Luis Valley, per ton.. 9 ,00 10.00
,00012-011
Valley,
per ton..
Gunnison
8 804J loo
Straw, per ton

(F.

O. B. Denver,

Grain.

Wheat, choice milling,

That Printer Again l
The advertisement had pussled the
applicants, but the rector was still
more pussled when some fifty or more
ladles ranged themselves alongside
bis house at the appointed hour.
"I can keep a set of books," re
plied the first spplicant, "but I haven'
a boss voice."
The rector seemed still more

EMERGENCY WAR

100

lbs....l.6S

Rye, Colorado, bulk, 100 lbs
Idaho oats, sacked

1.55
1.66
1.S7
1.88

Nebraska oats, sacked
Corn chop, sack
Corn, in sack
Bran,' Colo., per 100 lbs

LOS

"Indeed," went on the fair one, "I
don't think you'll get a lady clerk
with a bass voice."
A light seemed to dawn on the recSTAMP ALL SHIPMENTS tor, and he took a paper off the Bide
ta be and looked for his advertisement.
This was how It ran:
"Lady
clerk wanted, with good basa
EXPECTED THAT MILLION A YEAR
voice."
WILL BE COLLECTED IN DEN"The Insertion ot a 'd' has caused
VER AS RE8ULT OF LEVY.
all this trouble," he said with 'a smile,
as he dismissed the fifty anxious applicants. "I wanted a lay clerk."
Western Newspaper Tnlon Newa Service.
Washington, Dee. 1. The emergency war tax bill to raise $100,000,000
In revenue goes into effect today. The

provisions of the measure levying
taxes on tobacco, beer and wine went
Into effect on Nov. 1, and the remaining sections are now effective.
The latter include taxer on bankers,
pawnbrokers, brokers, proprietors of
thesters, including motiai. plctu-- e
houses, owners of circuses and other
inc.
shows, perfume, cosmetics,
gum and similar articles; commercial
paper of all description, steamship
tickets, parlor car seats and sleeping
car berths and telephone and telegraph messages wheio the charge exceeds 15 cents.
Denver. How the war revenue tax
will affect local shippers is outlined In
a circular being sent to customers by
express companies operating in Denver.
AH packages must be stavnped with

documentary revenue stamp,
the
according to the circular. All stamps
must be purchased by shippers snd
cancelled by their signatures and the
dale of cancellation written on the
stamp In red Ink.
The stamps may be purchased from
the internal revenue office. Regular
shippers are advised to keep a sufficient number on hand, but the express
companies will keep a limited number
to accommodate occasional shippers.
A penalty of $100 or less may be
inflicted for disregarding the law. Fifteen thousand dollars a year is expected to be collected In Denver as a
result of the tax.
While the amount of revenue from
this district has not been computed,
it is estimated that approximately
has been collected from Denver
alone and. about $100,000 from the entire district, embracing Colorado and
Wyoming, since the war tax became
operative on Nov. 1. The total amount
to be collected in this district is estimated at about $1,000,000.
145,-00-

Flour.
Standard Colqrado, net

.2.55

Dressed Poultry.
Less 10 Commission.
Turkeys, fancy dry picked. .17
15
Turkeys, old toms
Turkeys, choice
12
large
Hens,
7
Hens, small
16
Broilers
12
8prlngs
13
Ducks . .

i

i

-

0 14
16

13
&

Oil
13

pux-sle-

0

OUTPUT OF SUGAR BEETS.
Colorado Produces Nearly
Total in United States.
One-thir-

Mr. F. C. Case of Welcome Lake,
"I suffered with Backache and Kidney Trouble. My head
ached, my sleep was broken and un
refreshing. I felt

Pa, writes:

jjflk

heavy and sleepy
after meals, was
nervous
always
and tired, had a
bitter taste In my
mouth, was"dUsy,

Wffgm

.9
t&

Q

jV

lBflPf"Bt

floating

had

specks before my
eyes, was atwajs
Mr. F. C. Case. tnIrrty
nad
dragging sensation across my loins,
difficulty In collecting my thoughts
waswith shorttroubled
and
ness of breath. Dodds Kidney Pills
have cured me of these complaints.
Dodds Kidney Pills have done their
work and done It well. You are at
liberty to publish this letter for the
benefit of any sufferer who doubts the
merit of Dodds Kidney Pills."
Dodds Kidney Pills, 50c. per bos at
ycur dealer or Dodds Medicine Coi,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, Dainty Recipes; also music ot
National Anthem. All 3 sent free.
-

Adv.
His Application.

Hens

"Here's a Swiss named Egg who
lives in New York petitioning to have
his name changed."
"Sort of an egg shake, eh! What's
the trouble?"
"He and his wife have four children, and his family Is constantly reEggs.'
ferred to as 'the
He claims his yolk is too heavy to
be borne."
"It appears that he did once and
got beaten, whipped to a froth. Poor
Egg could bare scramble home."
Boston Transcript.
half-doze- n

Weeks'

Break-Up-A-Cc-

Tablets

ld

guaranteed remedy ."or Colds and
La Grippe. Price 25c ot your druggist
It's good. Take nothing else. Adv.
A

As Beans in Boston.

of

d

ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

A GRATEFUL

"Strange things happen in this life."
"For instance?"
14
13
Washington. The Department of
Goose
"I recently met a man who lived for
8
7
Roosters
Agriculture estimates the beet and
sugar production of Colorado this year two years in Philadelphia and never
Live Poultry.
as follows:
Area harvested, 132,000 heard of scrapple."
Less 10 Commigsion.
acres; total production of beetB, 1,552,-0012
11
Hens, fancy
OWM DRUGGIST WTLL TELL TOO
tons; average per acre, 11.7 tons; f ryOBR
Weak. Watery
Marine Bye Reined; for
8
7
Hens, small
and Granulated Byellda; Mo Hmartlug
value, $8,642,000; average price per aye Bye
comfort. Write for Book of tho Mye
15
14
Broilers
ÍQSt
Kye Kerned Co.. Cblcagu.
ton,
$6.57.
free.
Murine
11
12
Springs
Sugar production, 191,000 tons; per7
6
RoosterB
Serious Charge.
centage of sugar extraction to beets,
14
Turkey, 10 lb, or over ...IS
"What's the trouble at Wombat's
13
12.3; per short ton of beets, 246
12
Ducks
house?"
12
13
pounds.
Geese
"Wombat accuses his wife ot using
A statement by the Department of
dumdum biscuit."
Eggs.
Agriculture also says:
"Reports from sugar beet factories,
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
Red Croia Bag Blue, much better, goea
32
O. B. Denver
based chiefly upon results for the befarther than liquid blue. Get from any
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
ginning of the campaign, indicate that grocer.
Adv.
24
O. B. Denver
the area of beets harvested for sugar
Eggs, case count, less commaking in 1914 will be 486,000 acres,
It lin't necessary to acquire an au$7.759.00 and the production 5,147,000 tons. The
mission
tomobile In order to run into debt.
sugar
according
production,
to
total
Butter.
these preliminary returns, Is expected
32
Elgin
Queen Elizabeth of Belgium Is a
to be 664,000 short tons, which is about dog fancier.
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb
3334
69,000 tons less than in 1913, and nearCreameries, ex. East, lb
3S34
28
Creameries, 2d grade, lb...
ly 29,000 less than In 1912.
28
Process
"While the beet crop Is approximate- A GOOD COMPLEXION
22
Packing atock
ly 500,000 tons less In 1914 than In
113, the average yield per acre In SUSSSNTEED. USE ZONA POMADE
Fruit
1914 was exceeded only twice in the the beauty powder compressed with healing
76
new,
1.50
box
Apples, Colo.,
1.25O2.00 paBt fourteen years; once in 1906, agents, you will never be annoyed by pimPeara, Colo
when the aversgo yield was 11.26 tons ples, blackheads or facial blemishes. It
Vegetables.
per acre, and again In 1911, when the Dot Satisfied after thirty day' trial your
.30 average was 10.68.
Celery, dozen, Colorado
dealer will exchange for 50c in other goods.
Cabbage, Colo., cwt
Zooa has satiified Tor twenty years try it
751.00
average
sugar
yield
of
per
ton
"The
Unions, Colo., cwt
1.001.26
at our risk. At dealer or mailed, 50c
promises
of
be
to
practically the
beets
Potatoes, Colo
90O1.15
ZONA COMPANY, WICiHTA, KANSAS
ame In 1914 as in 1913."
14

0

.

MARKETS.

MISCELLANEOUS
I.on.li.ii
Dulutb.

$1.46;

Silver in London.
Bar silver, 23d per ounce.
Price of Flax.
December,
Linseed

May, I1.50K-

-

Wheat In Minneapolis.
December,
Minneapolis.
Wheat
$1.14; May, $1.19; No. 1 hard,
$1.1',. No. 1 Northern, $1.164
No. 2 Northern, $1.12
1.18V;
116V.
Butter and Egg.
Creamery,
Kansas City. Butter
31c; tirata, 29c; seconds, 26c; Packing, 21c.
Eggs Firsts, 30c; seconds, 23c.
Poultry 11c; roosters, 11c; turkeys,
14c.

Live 8tock Quotation.
Hags Heavy, $7.607.65;
light, $7.60 0 7.76; pigs, $6.257.25;
bulk. $7.667.65.
Omaha
Omaha

Cattle

Native steers,

$6.50

cows and heifers, $6.507.40;

10.00;
West-

ern steers, $6.0O8.60; Texas steers,
I5.75C7.10; cows snd belters, $6.26
7.00; calves, $8.0010.00.
Yearlings, $6.767.25;
Sheep
wethers, $5. 60 6.00; lambs, $8.00
9.00.

Cotton Futures,
Deo
Cotton
York.
T.31; January, 7.49; March, 7.69
8.10.
October,
7.80;
7.70; July,
New

Masons

to Relieve

Belgians.

SOMETHING"

USEFUL FOR XMAS

Cincinnati, Ohio. At a meeting of
at toe beet tona
WtVtefTfMMl V Sold
noa everywhere. If
prominent Masons from all over the
your dealer cannot
aetvi
country here a movement nation-widaupplr. we will gladly
Illustrated
FoiWlAiiaPen aaalilyou.
in its scope was launched to procure
fuldorun reuueat
funds to aid the war sufferers in EuITSTIroadway
Maw York
rope. Forty - six of the forty - nine
grand masters of the country expressed their approval of the plan,
while the other three commanderles
have not been heard from. It Is esti- is constantly growing in favor because it
mated that there are 1,680,000 Masons Does Not Stick
to the Iron
In the United States and it is hoped sod it will not
injure the finest fabric. For
to secure at least $1 each from tbem. laundry purposes
it ha no equal. I 0.
The relief will not be confined to Ma- package 10c.
more March for same money.
sons or their families but will be giv- DEFIANCE STARCH CO.. Omaha, Nebraska
en to all the suffering, as far as practicable.
e

DEFIANCE STARCH

3

Hunting Season Death Toll I 111.
Chicago. One hundred and eleven
dead and 162 injured is the hunting
toll In seventeen states and Ontario,
Canada, lor the season which ended
Nov. SO. as compared with 135 dead
and 125 Injured a year ago.

S BROOM CORN
to us for asar

Haeuura

CHEAP storacb
RATES
INSUHANCB
LIBERAL LOANS MADE

WRITE

US

COYNE BROTHERS
W. SOUTH WATER

!!!'PHi-lc.e.ndPli-

ST.. OHIOAOO

rc

iiuvv

Tlmberlake Plies Expense Account.
wiir
ss s w
tbaold reliable Bid sod kur Houee, where
Charles B. Timborlake to
Denver.
you alwaya receive a equare
receive
and
deal
elected congressman from the Second
u.t,nt net caan ror your uidee ana ruia
CONSIGNMENTS
Colorado district, hss filed his ex
OUR SPBOIALTY.
Write unlay tor prlte Hat, uura aud iraupeiV
penses with the secretary of state ai guide;
tree or the aaklruj.
1

$2.670.26.

,"

rKIBND
COMfANT. INC.
Street. Dept. A, Denver. Oulo.

fTWARRON NEWS.
lay o the ground threw him to the
east and there were no passes between
the hills The country was rocky,
with long parallel ridges extending to
the northeast and when he saw where
the tray Was taking him Bud called a
halt till dawn.
By the very formation he was being
By DANE COOUDGE
gradually edged back toward ForA trlor of
tuna, and It would call tor fresh
"HidJmn Wmtm"
horses
and a rested Oracla to outstrip
"Tff ruen, " Ac
their pursuers by day. If the rurales
Illu.tr.tíon by Don J. Levin
traveled by landmarks, heading for the
northern passes In an effort to outride and Intercept htm, they might
easily cut him off at the start; but If
they, trailed him and he devoutly
hoped they would then they would
they still watched expectantly for the have a tangled skein to follow and he
road, the evening quickly paaaed.
could lose them In the broken country
They had no opportunity for conver- to
the north.
waa
too
narrow
sation, for the trail
So thinking, he cut grass among the
to permit of their riding aide by side. rocks, spread down their
s
Bud woe thinking not only of the danover
the
watched
and
gers that surrounded them, but of this browsing
while
Oracla
errand on which he was engaged, and stretched outhorses
on the bed. After a day
what the end of It meant to blm.
of
and a night of hard rid
First the slanting raya of the sun ingexcitement
la no call for a couch of
there
yellow
craga,
high
struck Are from the
down, and aa the morning atar apthen the Are faded and the aky glowed peared in the eaat
while Bud
;
then, through dark blues sat patiently by. ahe slept
an
and purples the heavens turned to
It waa no new task for him, this
black above them and all the atara watching
and waiting for the dawn.
came out Thousands of frogs made For
a time, after a hard
the canyon resound with their throaty day's weeks at
at
work
the branding, he had
songa and strange animals crashed
stood
guard
half
the night Sleep was
through the brush at their approach,
a luxury to him, like water to a moun
but still Hooker stayed in the saddle
and so were all the other
and Oracla followed on behind
people
things that town-breIt she had thought in her dreams of useless
an easier Journey she made no com required.
People like Oracla, people like Phil
ment now and, outside of stopping to
they
were different In all their ways.
up
cinch
her saddle. Bud seemed hardTo
ride,
to fight, to find the way-th- ere
ly to know she was there. The trail
was
a better man than Phil;
he
was not going to suit him It edged
off too far to the south and yet, in the but to speak to a woman, to know her
tropical darkness, he could not search ways, and to enter into her life there
he was no man at all.
out new ways to go.
She trusted to his courage to pro
At each fork he paused to light a
tect
her, and that he could do, but It
muleway
the
match, and whichever
was
to a man such as Phil she
tracks went he went also, for packeould not
mules would take the main trail. For would give her love. Phil
ber more than he did, but Phil's
two hours and more they followed on love
waya could be more attractive to her.
down the stream and then Hooker
Hla adventurous Ufe with his father
stopped his horse.
to cultivate the
"You might aa well get down and had not been such ae
women.
appealed
Utile
that
niceties
rest a while." he said quietly. "This It was only his privilege to to
serve, bnt
he gloried in that privilege now as
he watched beside her as she slept
and his vigil but strengthened his resolution to see her safely through to

The Land of Broken Promises

of evil, ana they thought only to gain
Uta far pasa
Beyond that lay comparativa safety,
but no man knew what dangers lurked
between them and that daft In the
mountains. Del Rey and his rurales
or Bravo and his rebels might be
there. In fact, one or the other probably was there, and if so there would
be a fight, a fight against heavy odds
If he were alone, and odds that would
be greatly Increased because he must
protect Oracla.
To the west and north rose the high
and Impassable mountain which had
barred their way In the night: across

that the two rurales with

him would

not continue the pursuit If their leader waa out of Uta way, so that It would
not he necessary to Injure uore than
on

man.
"Ah. how I hate

that man!" raged

NOVEL SALAD WRINKLE
TOMATOES AND CUCUMBER
POACHED WHOLE.

ARE

Oracla, spurring her horse aa ahe
scowled hack at Uto galloping Del
Rey and his men who war riding onA Stirring Story
Makes the Latter Easier of Digestion,
ward raptdly.
and Does Away With the Fear of
of the Mexican
"AH right," observed Bud with a
Germs
Proper Method
quizzical smile, "111 have to kill hint
Revolution
of Serving.
Or you then I"
She gazed at him a moment with
Poaching whole tomatoes and cueyea that were big with questioning,
but the expression on his ruaged face cumbers before serving them as a
the valley the
salad is one of the latest culinary
Fortunas baffled her.
threw their bulwark against the dawn;
"I would not forget It" ahe cried In wrinkles. The Idea appeals especially
CHAPTER XXIV Continuad.
and all behind waa broken billa and pulslvely.
"No, after all I hsve suf- to persons suffering from an inborn
gulches, any one of which might give fered, I think I could love the man who fear or germs aa well as those who
üp along the hillside and after the
up armed men. Far ahead, like a would meet him face to face! But why cannot eaally digest raw vegetables.
fugitives they ran with vengeful eagerknife-gasa
between the ridges, lay the do you ah!" ahe cried, with a sudden The poaching process effectually
ness, racing each other for the higher
germ question and It is claimed
paaa to the northern plains, and as tragic bitterness. "You smile!
Yoo
the
ground and the first shot at the rebtheir trail swung out into the open have no thought for me you care renders these two favorite salad vegeels. First Alvares on his white horse
they put spurs to their horses and nothing that I am afraid of him! Ah, tables moro digestible than in their
would be ahead, and then, aa they engalloped.
If the water la boiling
Dios, for a man who la brave to rid raw state.
countered rocks, U. Yaquis would
when the vegetables are put In they
Once through that gap, the upper me of this devni"
urge to the front. It was a race and
country would lie before them and
"Never mind!" returned Bud, hia may be removed at the end of aeven
at the same time it waa a rout, for,
They are then ready to be
pick and choose. Now they voice thick with rising anger. "If I minutes.
they
could
oncoming
at the first glimpse of that
drained and chilled, the skin of the
must depend upon speed and the kill him It won't be for you!"
body of warriors, the cowardly followchance that their way was not blocked.
He Jumped Copper Bottom ahead tomato being at once pulled off.
ers of Bernardo Bravo took to their
Tomatoes are Immersed In the boilSomewhere In those hills to the eaat to avoid her, for in that moment ah
heels and fled.
Bernardo Bravo and hla men were had touched hla pride. Yea, she had ing water without being cut, but cuBut oyer the rocks no Cblhuahuan,
hlflden. Or perhaps they were scat- done more than that she had do cumbers should be thinly pared. A bay
no matter bow scared, can hope to outtered, turned by their one defeat Into atroyed a dream he had, a dream of a leaf, a sliced onion and a little vinegar
distance a Yaq.nl, and the pop, pop of
roving bandits or vengeful partisans, beautiful woman, alwaya gentle, al- are often added to the water in which
rifles told the fat of the first luckless
laying waste the Sonoran ranches an ways noble, whom he had sworn to these vegetables are poached, resultctragglere. For the Yaquis, after a
they fought their way back to Chihua- protect with his Ufe. Did she think ing In a delicate addition to their nathundred and sixty years of guerrilla
ural flavor. The tomato gives little
hua. There were a hundred evil he waa a pelado Mexican, a
warfare, never waste a shot; and as,
chancea that might befall the fugltlveo,
lover, to be Inflamed by a glance evidence that It has been poached, but
savage yells and the crash of a sudand while Bud acanned the country and a anille? Then Phil could have In the case of the cucumber, while the
den volley drifted down from the rocky
ahead Oracla eaat anxious glances be- her, and welcome. Her tirade had flavor is not changed, the texture of
heights the men who had been behind.
lessened his burden. Now his tight the pulp Is slightly different.
waa
sieged in Fortuna knew that death
A poached cucumber should not be
"They
are
coming!"
at
cried
she
was but a duty to his pardner In the
abroad in the hills.
last, as a moving spot appeared In the performance of which he would be no served in thin slices, as is the cuatom
Fainter and fainter came the shots
rear. "Oh, there they are!"
leas careful, but to turn her over to with the uncooked vegetable, as tt
aa the pursuit led on to the north and,
lacks the crlspnesa which la one of Ita
"Good!" breathed Hooker, aa he Pbll would not now be painful.
as Hookw strained his eyes to follow
rose In his stirrups and looked.
"Ah, Bud!" she appealed, spurring chief charma. It may, however, he
a huge form that Intuition told him
"Why, good?" she demanded. cu- - up beside him, "you did not under- aliced, provided the slices are not dewas Amigo, he was wakened suddenly
rlously.
(rom his preoccupation by the touch
stand! I know you are brave and if tached and the cucumber left In ita
"They'a
only
"em,"
answered
of
three
ahe struck her platol original ahape and laid on a bed of
he cornea"
of some nnseen hand. He was In the
chopped Ice. If the cucumber la pared
Pud. T waa afraid they might he in fiercely "I will kill him myself!"
open with people all about him
front" he explained, aa she gazed at
"Never mind," answered Bud In a with a fluted knite this method at-of
Spanish refugees, Americana, triumhim with a puzzled amtle.
phant miners and their wives but
kinder voice. "Ill take care of you. serving it can be made decidedly
"Yes," she said; "but what will you Jeat keep your horse in the trail," he tractive, as the appearance doea not
that touch made him forget the battle
do If they catch us?"
added, aa she rode on through the Indicate that it haa been aliced, while
above him and instantly think of
"They won't catch us," replied Hook- brush, "and I'll take care of Del Rey." the fact that It haa been facilitates
Gracia.
er confidently. "Not while I've got my
He turned and hurried back to the
He beckoned her back with a Jerk serving. French dressing should be
rifle. Aha!" he exclaimed, still look- of the head and resumed his place In passed with cucumber so served.
corral where Copper Bottom was kept,
cucumbers are desirable to
ing back, "now we know all about It
and there he. found her waiting, with
the lead. Here was no place to talk usePoached
to put sauce
as cups In
that sorrel Is Manuel del Rey's!"
her roan all saddled, and she chalabout men and motives. The moun- or small portions which
of vegetables served
Phil.
"And will you kill him?" challenged tain above waa swarming with rebela,
lenged him with her eyes. The sun
as a garnish for fish. When to be used
He sighed now as he saw the first Gracia, rousing suddenly at the name. there were rurales apurrlng behind
gleamed from a pistol that she held
for this purpose cut In thick slices,
Into
she
where
flush
turned
of
and
dawn
pretended
to
not
hear.
Hooker
eastern
up
on
the
now,
yes, even
far
In ber hand, and again from her golden
sufficient to serve as the height of the
up
eye
In
the
solemn
beautiful,
slept,
calm
and
the
he
cocked
hla
at
stead,
men
and
hair, but he saw only her eyes, so
hillside, he could see armed
light How to waken her, even that eastern mountain, whence from time now one waa running to intercept cup. Remove the Inner seed portion
brave and daring, and the challenge
and fill the cavity with whatever sauce
was a question, but the time had come to time came muffled
and them!
to mount and ride.
or vegetable ia desired. Arrange
to start
turned his horse to go. There was
Only for a moment did he stand beBud reached for his rifle, Jerked up
Already, from Fortuna, Del Rey and trouble over there to the east some- a cartridge, and sat croaawlae in hla around the fish aa a border, serving
fore her gaze, and then he caught up
rurales would be on the where Alvarez and hia Yaquia, atlU aaddle. He rode warily, watching the one cucumber cup to each portion.
his
his saddle and spoke soothingly to his
come like the wind, harrying the retreating rebela and distant runner, until suddenly he pulled Stewed celery la delicious served in
He
would
trail.
horse. They rode out of the corral
cucumber cupa, and so are tiny lima
captain, and noth- some of It might come their way.
dashing
little
that
together, closing the gates behind
In hla horse and threw up a welcomIs a hot vegeing but a bullet would stop him, for his
With Reí Rey behind them, even ing hand. The man was Amigo no beans. When the filling
them and passing down a gulch to the
honor was at stake. Hay, he had told though in atgbt he waa the least of other could come down a hillside so table the cucumber cups should be
rear. All the town lay silent below
Bud In so many words:
their troubles, and could be easily swiftly and he waa signaling him to reheated for serving, but for holding
them as they turned toward the westsauce they should be chilled.
come
no
man
shall
mine,
Is
and
"She
cared for with a rifle shot if they wait
pass.
ern
Poached tomatoes and cucumbers
between us!"
(TO BK CONTINUED.)
could not distance htm. Hooker knew
The time had come. Well he knew
togethor, the tomatoes In slices
served
If
now
rurales
the
would
be
hard
It
the dangers that lay between them
and the cueumbera in cubes, make a
many
It
a
him
too
prove
for
should
and the American line. Dangers not
delicious Balad, even without the addibullet should check blm in their flight
for him but for ber. In the hills and
the
tion of either lettuce
and she he left aloe. But how to
ipasses and on the cactus-covereuse of which would Introduce an unwake her! He tramped near as he
.plain were thousands of men with
cooked material Into the salad.
led up the unwilling mounts; then, as
whom she would not be sate for an
at
to
her,
and
spoke
pressed,
he
time
instant, and against whom he must
To Launder Fine Lingerie.
last he knelt at her side.
.guard her that she might be delivered
When laundering lingerie wash care
did
when
that
"Say!"
called,
and
he
.safely to Phil. And he loved her then
not aerve he laid his hand on her BURIAL PLACE OF KING JOHN BUT NOT ON THAT MACHINE fully In the uaual way; rlnae thoroughaa be had not believed It possible to
ly, but omit starch; when "bone dry"
shoulder.
Jove a woman. He loved this woman
"Wake up!" he said, shaking her Writer Deelarea Interment of Famous Girl Had Right to Balk on Joy Ride dip In and out several times In a
that he was attempting to save for
basin of borax water, in the proportion
That Homely Escort Had PromEnglish Monarch Took Place
gently.
"Wake up, it's almost day!"
another man, a "pardner" who had How to Waken Her, Even
of one large tablespoontul to one
ised to Givs Hsr.
to
Waa
That
Worcester.
went
back
at
spoke
be
aa
Even
he
every
at the best been reckless of
quart of hot water, stirring until dls- Question.
a
where
of
phrase
the
the
(trust, who had been unfaithful to ev
He waa the homeliest man ahe had aolved. Squeeze (not wring) out as
In the American Law Review there
Oracla
But
light.
is
It
men
before
rise
ery promise. And across the border trail Is no good it's taking us south.
the ever met but almost his first sentence much moisture as possible, roll It
stared about appeared an article into which
this man was waiting for the woman We'll let our horses feed until the woke up wondering and
King John won her heart.
an
allusion
smoothly In a Turkish towel for an
made
writer
to
mint.
understand.
strangely,
111 come around some
Bud Hooker loved. That he take ber moon comes up and I'll try to work her
It waa:
he went "to his
hour; the article is easier to Iron,
"Why
what In It?" ahe cried. Then of England, and said
'
ma
you
In
to him was a more severe test of his north by landmarks."
out
Thursday
the
and take
unlamented rest at St. Wolstans,
looks cleaner and keeps fresh longer
away
und
backed
again
spoke
aa
he
any
to
which he had
manhood than
Now, Is this correct? King John was chine."
'Oh are we lost?" gasped Oracla, she remembered hlru with a smile.
than when starch is used. This is
"Oh," she twittered, picking a hair particularly satisfactory for infanta'
before boen subjected. That he be dropping stHfly to the ground. "But of
In the ca"Oh," she said, "Is It timé to get up? buried at Worcester and
untrue to the trust she reposed in course we are," she added. "I've been
thedral there, and hla body has alept from hla coat collar. "What Thurs clothing. Borax makes Irish lace "Just
we,
anyay?"
are
Where
him never entered his mind for a mo- thinking so for some time."
spot until now, unless, like a day, Mr. Dickdockerl"
right"
About ten mllee from Fortuna," an In that
"How does some Thursday next
ment With a strong man's love for
Oh, that's all right," observed awerad Hooker soberly. "Too close
streak of morning cloud. It haa melted
replied.
you?"
week
he
suit
In
her he thought only of how he was to Hooker philosophically; "I don't mind
past
Into the infinite azure of the
Safe Bleacher.
"Oh, the first please!" she
conduct ber safely out of the dangers being lost as long as 1 know where we ought to be over that divide." val 1797, for the purpose of identifying
Peroxide of hydrogen la the heat
where
to
the
pointed
He
ahead
which eurrounded her.
his
bleaching agency known, for it gives
I'm at. We'll ride back until we get
passed between two the resting place of the king and waa
That Thursday she stood, with her a pure white with positively no chance
Soldiers, miners, and refugees, men, out of this dark canyon and then I'll ley narrowed and sat
up, binding back remains, a committee of citizens
hills,
Gracia
and
women, and children, every soul in lay a line due north."
to investigate this matter. new auto coat on, waiting at the par of hurting the fabric in any way. It
her hair that had fallen from its place. appointed
all that lor window for two hours.
Fortuna waa on the hill to see the last
may be uaed for silk, woolen, linen or
They aat for a time In the dark-aea- a
resolutely. "We The body waa identified andnew
yea!"
Yea,
said
she
"I realize he's ugly aa eln and has
mauof the battle. It had teen a crude
On
cotton. Uae as follows:
while their horaes champed at must go on but why do you look at remained of It placed in a
gold
mused,
ahe
teeth,"
"but
fourteen
one
aa
bravely
ended,
someaffair, but
and
soleum, where It standa today
of peroxide of hydrogen to
the rich grass and then, unable to keep me so strangely?"
surely
goggles
he
on
won't
with
wind
r
thing in the dramatic suddenness of down her nerves, Oracla declared for a
Interest In Worcea-tehalf a tub of cold water. Allow the
"Don't unow," mumbled Bud. "Didn't of the objects ofShakeapeare,
In hla look so bad and he'll probably keep articles to soak over night, and after
this victory had held all eyes to the start. A vision of angry pursuers rose know I was. Say, let me get them
cathedral.
on
account
of
the
mouth
hia
shut
close. Bud and Oracla passed out of up in her mind -- of Manuel del Key
"King John," puta In the mouth of
rinsing wash aa uaual and you will
will you?"
worde: duat"
town unnoticed, and as soon as they and his keen-eyerurales, hot upon
be agreeably surprised at the result.
his work with em Prince Henry the following
went
He
about
There waa a sudden chugging.
had rounded the point they spurred on their trail and It would not let her barrassed swiftness, slapping on sad- "At Worcester muat his body be InThis Is almost the same method that
" Tía ho!" she breathed.
we
pass.
Tbue
gained
the
It."
till they
the mills use In bleaching their goods
ret.
dles and bridles, coiling up ropes, and terred, for so he willed
H
He
atopped
curb.
the
Twaa.
at
r
Worcee-teyou
In
would come!" said
"I knew
natural color to white before
Nor waa the vision entirely the re- offering her his hand to mount When aee King John was buried
aeated on a duaty motorcycle from
Oracla, smiling radiantly aa they sult of nervoua Imagination, for they he looked at ber again it was not
cathedral, and it la therefore Inac- waa
finishing.
extra
with
seat
an
behind!
'paused at the fork.
curate to say he was burled at St Wolhad loat half the advantage of their strangely.
He rank the bell.
"Sure!" answered Hooker with hla atart, aa Hooker well knew, and If he
Peeling Tomatoes.
you can ride," he said.
'We stan'a. The memory of King John Is
'Hope
"Ia Mias Nlddleatoop at home?" ha
smile. "Count me in on made one more falae move he would got
has
feeling
that
with
the
A way of peeling tomatoes which is
to get over that pass before any not cherished
anything which way does this trail find hlmaelf called on to fight At body elae makea It after that we can followed the lives an deaths of some Inquired.
"No," replied the maid, "ahe Just not generally known perhaps Is to rub
go; do you know?"
of England's sovereigns, and he will went out the back way.- "- Detroit Free them with the back of the knife, thorthey rode back through the black take a reat."
"It goea west twelve miles toward canyon be asked hlmaelf for the hunoughly, being particular to rub the en"Aa faBt as you please," she an- be remembered only aa the monarch
the great PresH.
Arlape," replied Qracia confidently
tire surface, but not hard enough to
dredth time bow It had all happened swered steadily. "Don't think about from whom waa extorted from
which
"and then it comes into the main road
Wearing Colored Beards. break the akin. Then peel In the uaual
Parisiana
why, at a single glance from her, me. But what will happen If they charter of English liberty,
th: country haa received a large part
that leads north to Nogales and Qadn- - he had gone against his better Judg get. there first?"
Colored beards (for men) are re way. It la quickly done and leavea the
to ported to be coming Into fashion la tomato in better shape to slice, and
Jeu ."
and plunged himself into this
She waa looking at him now as he of Its valued Inheritance. Letter
ment
"That sounds about right for us," tangle. And then, finally, what waa searched out the trail ahead, but he St Louis
Paris. The green wig waa a meant In thla way they are much firmer than
replied Bud. "'Gadsden's the place we he going to do about it?
of feminine adornment. It la not sup If boiling water la pouted over them.
pretended not to hear. One man In
get
we
want to
want to head for, and
American Victory In. War of 1812.
poaed to have made a lasting lmpres
Hut lie knew what he was going to that pass was as good as a hundred,
there mighty quick, too, it them reb- do about It. He knew he was going and there were only two things he
One hundred yeara ago occurred the slon, but It attracted attention. Now
To Make Curtains Fireproof.
1
ela will let us, an' guess that's what to take this girl through to Gadsden could1 do- - shoot his way through, or battle of the barges." between a force men are coming Into their share ol
As light muslin curtalna often catch
they'll have to dp whether they want and to Phil, and his loyalty waa such turn back. He believed she would not of Eugllah from the blockading squad the color In hirsute decoration. A fire, it la a good plan to put an ounce
to or not."
ron In Chesapeake bay and u flotilla of dark blue mustache on a young poet of alum luto the last water 1 which
that he would not admit, even to him- want to turn back.
They rode on together for some dis self, that Phil did not deserve her.
barges and gunboats designed to aid at
recent soiree waa the sensattoz they are rinsed.
This will make
tance, the girl seemingly oblivious of
in the defense of the city of Washof the evening. One proprietor of i them almost fireproof, or if they do
Alone, he would have taken to the
CHAPTER XXV.
Commodore Barney, In com- dressmaking eatabllabment announces catofa, they will not bias up enough
ington.
the dangers which surrounded her mountains with a fine disregard for
and Hooker watching carefully for ev trails, turning into whichever served
Thcugh the tlraoa had turned to war, mand of the American flotilla, being that he la going to dye hla close to Ignite the woodwork.
ery sign of difficulty.
hla purpoae best and following the ull nature that morning waa at peace, threatened with attack by several cropped beard bottle green, after tlx
"What is there up here?" inquired lay of the land. Even with her In bis and they rode through a valley of flow-er- large British warships, had taken hla fashloii of the Assyrian kings.
"Happy Elisa."
Bud, pointing at a fainter trail that care It would be best to do that yet.
like knight and lady In a pageant boats up the Patuxont river and found
Chop one dozen figs, six apples
along a refuge in St. Leonard's creek. The
The Making of a Man.
led off toward the north. "This coun for there would be trailers on their The rich graaa roae knee-deesliced but not peeled and add one
No university can make a man .
try la new to me. Don't know, eh? track at sunup, and It was either ride the hillsides, the desert trees were British followed with a superior fore a
pound granulated sugar.
Add two
flllgreed with the tendereat green and of barge and small schooners. Hav- Men may load themselves with lore iiuarta of water and boll rapidly for 16
Well, If we followed that trail we'd or fight.
wage
morning-glories- ,
a
to
guns
which
stoop
ol
with
no
weight
they
anyway,
so
the
ing
beneath
pent-lwe
with
canyon,
till
in
rebels,
nd
twined
run Into them
rnlnutea. Strain and cool. Serve over
Free at last from the
light at long range. Commodore Bar- their accumulations, and yet fall t
mlsht aa well ko to the west. Is
they halted at the forks, while Bud open gladea the popplea and
rushed Ice, with a sUce of orange on
weary
of
midat
Into
ney
Bprcad
of
up
the
the
then looked out the laud by moonlight. Dim
forth masses of blue
dashed forward
lift a care from the heart
top.
saddle all right? We'll hit it
enwere
Its
enemy.
Soon the bargee
or Impel a single soul an Inch on
the
peaks and gold.
I'd like to strike a road before end ghostly, thi square-toppecon- way to God. The real building of
Already on the mesqult-tree- s
the gaged In desperate
dark."
and butte rose all about him, huge
Scratched Marks on Silver.
were singing, end bright flicts. For more than an hour the ac- man Is within. Dr. Clifford.
They hurried on, following a
nud Impassable except fur the winding mocking-bird- s
that has become scratched
8ilvr
can be made quit smooth again by
trail that alternately climbed trails, lie turued up a valley between flashes of tropical color showed where tion raged, both aldea fighting with
yellow-throa- t
Reckoned
Amerito
Be
With.
paaaed.
The
But
the
vigor
gallautry.
Alwaya
and
Into
cardinal
and
a
his
arroyos,
home
two ridges, spurring
rubbing It well with a piece of charldgea and descended into
Tou must learn to deal with odd ant! mois leather that has been rolled Into
dew was atUl untouched upon the cans having pierced the British line,
until finally it dropped down loto a fast walk.
In
figures
wsU
life,
as
enemy
yet
as
graaa,
fight
on,
in
they hurried
for the
cow trail to another be
and
and even
abandoned the
From oi
a tight bag and dipped in swout oil.
precipitous canon where a swollen
Ueorge Eliot
way to the north, but the some premonition whispered to them j fled precipitately to their ships.
stream rushed eud babbled and, while
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GUN FIRE IS AWFUL
British Officer Describes

Deadli-nes-

STAGE
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Half the Road Companlea Disbanded
Because of War Plana foe
Relief.
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CLEAN JOURNALISM
It is an old and true statement that, all things come
to those who wait. In this respprt it is singularly true
with regard to journalism in New Mexico. When the
State Record at Santa Fe was born, there no doubt existed in the minds of New Mexico publishers that that paper
would enjoy but an ephemeral existence, and that its columns would contain but brazen political and deceptive lies.
That a mistaken opinion was fostered and nourished is absolutely convincing.
In the event the State Record maintains its present
type of journalism in the future, its success is assured for
alTtimes to come. It is by far the cleanest and most forward political organ in the state and carries with it that
stamp of editorial work that makes it a most instructive
journal for any one to read carefully and with thought.

INTELLIGENT SOIL CULTURE
As a state New Mexico is enjoying the fruits of her
labors through industrial colleges like few states can boast
of. The Agricultural college, combined with which are
several other departments of no less importance, is serving
the whose people of the state, though at times it is not appreciated as it should be by a great many partisans.
The Agriculture college is filling an important mission
such as cannot be fully comprehended. Its mission is to
bring home more forcefully the dire necessity of intelligent
soil culture. The production of farm crops and live stock
on an equal plane with that of other countries from a yield
per acre view point. This is the object in view when the
state appropriates large sums for the maintenance of the
college. A generation ago agricultural colleges were the
laughing stock of the farmers who labored under the impression that what they didn't know about soil culture was
not worth learning. The tide has turned, and with it the
farmer's opinion. Today he realizes that to be a successful farmer he must know more than to merely put in the
crops and feed the pigs and milk the cows. He "must understand the nature of the soil and to what crops it is best
suited; the amount of fertilizer necessary to bring forth a
large crop; what to feed his live stock to top the market
and other questions of importance that were not so vital
when agricultural land was cheap and the consumption not
as great as the present time.
''!....

-

THE LABOR QUESTION
Wilson
has appointed a board of mediation,
President
consisting of three members, to investigate the labor question in the strike zone of southern Colorado, where a coal
miners' strike has been in existence for more than a year
past, and to settle the differences between the miner and
operator if possible.
The Colorado strike has been investigated by several
commissions who reported back to headquarters; and the
strike is as far from being settled now as it was from its
inception. The commissions have no other power or authority other than to submit their evidence. This is the
reason why strikes are not settled amiably, and why warfare is carried on in a peaceful country. Something is rotten in Denmark with the industrial problem when it takes
years to settle minor differences that should not require
not more than 48 hours. There must be propagated a different avenue of settling these troubles.
When the operators have the support ofthe government without a hitch or break, the miners have but one alternate to demand their rights and that's force.
If any one person can figure out how the European
war is progressing at this stage, he is entitled to more
than mere recognition. The theater of war is baffling the
most of us mortals who receive but an inkling of truth.
Even the Democrats are now raising hades in Colfax
county and with no pitch hot to pay the lost tribe of patient sufferers. The party it is said must have a new leader if it would regain some of its lost ground.

If some of those members of the legislature who are
contemplating to unseat some of their colleagues would
use the same energy in promulgating good laws, this state
would be benefitted to a much greater extent.
The trend of the average man is toward the farm as
the only means to make both ends meet during the present
time of depression of business. The poor man should worry.

Telia of Hanrov.lng Experience Facing
German Lines to Rescue Wounded
Captain Haa Sword Hilt
Shot Away.

aRsfeyflclH IjWISHCTmI llWHTZffffWl lpwiwupjp

tion. The war has hit. the theaters
and theater folk of the Inked Kingdom a hard blow.

Whereas

The awfulness of modern
ta described in a thrilling
atory told by a British officer Juat returning from Flanders. He aaya:
"I took eight men to find out what
happened to Captain B. and a platoon
who were sent to support the firing
line. Three hundred yards out I aaw
the line of our infantry lying flat on
the ground and made toward thnn.
"I shall never forget traversing
those three hundred yards. The German guna, which were only 800 yards
away, fired with extreme accuracy.
It seemed Impossible that my little
party could escape. Three were hit
almost Immediately, but wo others
kept on and reached the line.
"To my horror 1 found all dead or
wounded except three men, who were
keeping perfectly still. I found a
subaltern on his knee with one hand
resting on the ground Just In the attitude of a runner who is waiting for
the signal for the start of a race.
He was stone dead. A shrapnel bullet
had pierced his head. 1 aiintn crept
forward another hundred yardB. where
I found our flring line under Captain
London.

In

ordinary times there are

artillery fire

B.

The darkened rttrcetB In Ixmdon have
already resulted in a decision by
many managers to give matinees daily
and night performances twice weekly,

thus reversing the established order

of things, and many theaters have been
closed. To the
actor or
actress who has saved up for a rainy
day the situation Is not serious, but
the theater employees must have substantial aid at "in
To relieve the situation several
movements have been atarted, among
them a plan to have a special variety
week at the Women's theater, for
which the public has been urged to
high-salarie- d

purchase tickets.
tresses and actors will give their
Well-know-
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These inks are a guaranteed product, it Hows freely, does not gum
and is made for a high and dry climate. "It's All Write."
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TRADE LOSS

tional Book Cases and Unifiles

HEAVY

Imports Decrease $100.850,000 In One
Month and Exports $90,100,000

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,

Cotton Suffers.

They were lying, every man killed

Brushes, etc.,

Carbons and Typewriting Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

London. The effect of the war on
IiriMsh trade Is shown In the figures
published by the board of trade for
the month of October.

or wounded within about four hundred
yards Of the German guns, which we
could not even see.
"In the center a bunch of 25 roen
lay In a heap, having massed as they
advanced for mutual protection. I
never have seen such wounds at this
short range.
"I round Captain H. still alive with
his thigh shattered and another wound
in his neck.
"As long as we lay quiet the German guns did not fire, but directly
any one moved we got another shell
right on top of us.
"I saw that unless Captain B. received apeedy attention he would die.
I took two rifles and made a stretcher out of a great coat. We carried
Captain B. almost to the edge of a
wood before the Germans noticed us.
Then they opened Are, but ve reached
cover.
"I got Borne more volunteers from
my platoon and four stretchers, and
these brave fellows crawled . up to
the firing line and carried the others
out under heavy Are. Several of the
wounded were again hit on the way.
"I was on the extreme right of the
line to cut a pack from a man who
I heard a shell
was badly wounded.
coming and Instinctively put up my
arm to guard ray face and tried to
throw myself on the ground. But It
was too late. I felt a terrific blow.
Just as if some one had hit me with
a giant, red hot ioker. I was spun
around and seemed to go on ptnning
and then fell to the ground"I thought I had been killed, as I
felt a violent blow In the abdomen.
I then discovered
my right arm was
broken and uselers. It was bleeding
freely.
I rooked at my stomach,
where I felt the greatest ptln, but
to my great relief saw no blood. Then
I found the bullet had cut the ring
on my belt and carried away the hilt
of my sword.
"I lay on the ground a few minutes; then the Germans commenced
to shell us again. Finally we reached
i
the field hospital, where
were
given morphine, then put ip a train
with hundreds of other wounded.
This Is all I know of war, and I have
not the least idea whether wa won or
were beaten on the day I was hit."

Imports decreased $100,850,000 and
exports decreased $90,100,000.
The
principal Ions in Imports was $27.500,-00- 0
on raw cotton from America and
$7,500,000 on cotton from Egypt, together with $35,000,000 on manufactured articles. The exports of coal declined $10,000,000 and the exports of
manufactured articles declined
Of the last named, cotton
yarns made up $26,250,000 and wool
yarns $6,250,000.
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Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at

Every mode of vehicle was used
by the vast army of refugee.; which
liad ron. Belgium through northern
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of the bicycle In the flight,
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Youngest Soldier In the War Is Promoted by the Crown Prince
of Servia.

TRENCHES

Paris The youngest soldier in the
war is said to be a Servian lad named
Oragoijub
only
Though
.lelltitlch
twelve years old, he ts said to have
already fought in seven engagements.
In the last he was wounded.
Crown Prince Alexander of Servia
learned of the boy's prowess and as a
reward for valor personally handed
Oragoijub his stripes as corporal,
an honor which so pleased the boy
that he Is Itching to be back at the
front In the performance of hia new
duties.

FIST

FIGHTS

AMID

SHELlS

Private Writes Home Two Troopers
Forgot Fray to Settle Football Dispute.

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers

London. "If you want to know how
our boys are behaving, listan to this,"
Carry a full line of.
writes a nrlvate in Ihn riirltriLm
COFFINS and CASKETS
Guards.
"The other day we were moved up
to relieve a company of the 'blind
TELEPHONE 20
(Royal West Kent regiment),
Cjmakkon, N. M.
who were being pretty badly shelled
Quite
their
trenches.
la
close to me
found a Mistelas scrap going on
Kitchener's Reply.
London. Kitchener,
Ignoring the
as la well tween two privates,
NOTICE.
A sheila, were settling a dispute in the
known, Is a man1 of few words.
English
old
manner
All
you
in the W. S. Pastura in
And
what
do
trespassing
Journalist tried to Interview blm a
ut? The re- - Colfax county, whether for the purpose of
short time ago, and the emergency think the row was
war minister, with glacial courtesy,' spective merits of the Aston Vllln and huDting. tisbiog, pulling wild fruit, or
announced his usual formula, "Sorry, the Queens Park ranges football
tire wood, or for any purpose whatsoteams."
but I have nothing to say." The newsever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
paper man, moved by a sudden spirit
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
of subtlety, asked the great man for PASS NO GUILTY SOLECISM
the lull astern of the law.
his autograph. He looked at him for
(Signad)
WILLIAM FKENCH,
"Young French Professor, Acting as Censor,
This interesting phologrt
from a second, and then said:
foi W. S Land ft Csttla Co.
the war zone shows soldlei
the man, go and make your own autoHolds Up Message Because of
trenches. For days and wc
at a graph worth having."
Defect In Style.
fought
men
have
time the
such
walst-htgtrenches, some of the time
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Marriages In England Increase.
Paris Censors at the war office are
In water.
London. Notwithstanding the deelng recruited from profensors of by local application, ea they osanot roh
Hi.
of the
There i.
parture of young men to the war,
only tli.u.d
on way i.rtln
to cur deaine. and that la
by constitutional remedlea
German 42 Centimeter Guo Old.
la
Deafnee
marriages la England and Wales for
caused by an Inflamad condition ot the mu- The Hague, Holland. -- Tha famt
tha quarter ending October 1 were LI
coua llnlns of the Kuatachlan Tub. When
ta
you
this
tub
Inflamed
bavo a rumbling
per cent greater than the mean rata
aouad or Imperfect hearlna. and when It la
a sterner duty than correcting reel-Al- l entirely cloeil. Dtafnea ia the reault. aad
for the tan preceding quartan.
unlea the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tube reatored to Ita normal eondlbearlns will be destroyed forever: nine
Wilde's Sons at Front
Bordeaux was amused when It Hon.
rear out of ten are caused by Catarrh,
London
Both sons of tha late Otwhich la nothing but an Inflamed oondltlan
of the muooua eurfaoaa.
gun and tt
ear WUda are serving with the British
W -I- II give On Hundred Dollar for any
e shots ai
cae of Deafnee (caueed by catarrh) that
quoted lu
The eldest son 1 with the
that It contained directs of
the aaui expeditionary force, while the yi
Sold by Drutalata, 'to.
y
Sate is acting aa t.a Interpreter.
Take Hall's ramtly Pllia for aoasiluattoa.
lit-ti- n
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The average man will not be as anxious the buy
stamps one year from now as he was on December
Will the three reij
the whiskers when the

1.

i.inarchs kiss one another on
in the theatre of war?

There is absolutely no reason why any one should not,
be satisfied with the present condition.

It's psychologicu'J
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The war bill which Europe
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GRASP

Germana Had Only to Walk In and
Take It, But Overnight Delay Coat
Them Victory Vivid Picture
of Bloody Conflict.
By FRANCIS M'CULLAGH.

Correspondent Chicago Dally Newe.
Petrograd, Russia - The Orman advance on Warsaw waa achieved as a
reault of that most difficult opeaatlon
known as a change of front, performed
with marvelous speed and efficiency.
The transfer of
of the Orman army frcm Helgium to Poland
was the least of the difficulties that
were overcome. Far greater was the
establishment of etrapes (shelter)
and lines of communication In hostile
territory. The Germans nit only overcame these difficulties, but conceived
a masterly plan of attacking Warsaw and very nearly carried It to

tKi.226,00"

MttlM

JUL

The French appropriation Is from
official figures as announced by M
Hi bo!, minister of finance;
tas) Rng
llsh estimate by the London Statist,
the German total from "an authorita
live source" In a Oeneva paper, and
the other sums from various conserva
tlve estimates which have appeared
In one place or another.
The Item
"various" represents the probable ex
pense to which Servia, Belgium and
the neutral countries of Switzerland
Italy. Roumania, Turkey. Greece, Hoi
land and Denmark heve been put.
This vast total does not Include, the
destruction of property where fight
tng is taking place nor the wellnlgh
Incalculable losses to Europe of 20.
000,000 men under arms being taken
from production.
There are no lndl
cations in France that exhaustion has
set in, but it it evident that the ac
cumulated treasure of even the richest
country on the continent is being
poured out at a rate that ndds $200,
000,000 a month to the national debt.
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leading publish ra of magazines have joined with us in one of the greatest subscription
SEVERAL ever put out in this country. Through this combination everybody will be able to get a
yearly subscription to three magazines in combination with our weekly paper at practically the price
different
! In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
of our paper alone.
clubs. Each club has 3 magazines, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these magazines sell for aa much as $1 a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading matter,
includjng History, Music, Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated Current Events,
Home Decorations, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions, General Farming, Dairy Farming,
Live Stock, Vegetables, Fruit and Poultry.

Kim ball's

DaiiyarmerJ

On account of the splendid contract we have made with the publishers of these magazines, we are ble to give our readers a
choice of any on of the clubs in combination with our paper one year for $2.00. Just 25c more than the price of our paper alone.
This offer ia made to everybody. If you have never subscribed to our paper before, we ask you to take advantage of this offer.
If you are a subscriber to our paper we ask you to renew so that you too, may get 3 magazines extra. Look over the list and select
the club yon like best, Send your order today or give your order to our representative or call at our office when in town. If you
are now a subscriber to any of these magazines and want to renew just tend your order to ut and we will have your subscription
extended. If your subscription to our paper ia past due, we advise you to pay up and take advantage of thia bargain. If you are in
the habit of buying your magazines through other channels, we ask you to justly compare our clubs and prices with that of any
other offer you receive. You, no doubt, are now a subscriber to some of these periodicals. You can save mcney by sending your
Here a chance to get your home paper and a yearly supply ol good reading at a real bargain. If you want
renewal order to
on or more of these magazines tent to different addresses, just mention it.
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FEEDING ARMY ON MOVE

CLUB No. 3
Woman's World
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OREEN 5

Fruit Grower

ful army.

Attack Comes Through Swamps.
The grand duke did not expect an
attack from the south, where there
are swamps, the worst wagon roads
In Europe and few railways. Out it
was from the south that General von

,
Morgen came.
t
Id all there were four German
groups One, from Thorn, bombarded Plotsk, out retreated, this being
only a demonstration. Two gro.ups advanced from Kallsz and Chenatokhov
and, uniting at Skiernevitzy. moved
on Warsaw with blinding rapidity. The
fourth group, from Cracow, attacked
Radom and then Ivangorod, where the
object was to cross the Vistula, thus

1

TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS

No. 1

McCall' (with
Farm Ufa
Everyday Life

suc-ces-

Grand Duke Nicholas expected a
German advance from Kast Prussia
eastward on Grodno or southward on
Warsaw and had prepared for these
movements with General
Retinen
kampff's army west of Grodno and another army at Kevno. Warsaw was
defended on the north by the fortress of Novogeorgeievek and a power-
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outflanking the Russian army at Warsaw and compelling Its retreat.
battle,
The whole Austro-Germafront was 462 miles in length,
from the llaltic to the Carpathians and therefore the battle of the
Food for the soldier is prepared In
Vistula in the middle of October was
In some respects the greatest ever portable kitchens, which accompany
the army. In the picture a temporary
I confine myself to a descripfought.
tion of what I saw with my own eyes. halt hat been made to examine the
food being cooked on the march.
Had Only to Walk In.
on
the
absolutely
lost
was
Warsaw
evening of October 11. The Germans
had only to walk in and take it. But
they delayed, probably waiting for
In School
the fourth German force to cross at
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ivangorod.
Next day

the Russians bad more
troops, and within a week they had
ten corps, or 400,000 men, south of
Warsaw, and as General von Morgan's force was threatened from both
flanks he fell back October 20, with
amazing Bklll and rapidity.
I was able to see all the fighting on
the extreme front . because of my
friendship with Russian officers formed
during the Manchurlan war. From the
station of Prushkov. six miles south
Of Warsaw, I traveled the whole Russian line. The Germans were driven
from Prushkov a few hours before my
visit, but fighting continued on the
outskirts.
Great Trees Hurled Aloft.
1 crossed the fields to Sokoloff amid
saw one
a frightful bombardment.
big German shell alight under the
gnarled roots of an enormous tree.
When the smoke cleared away this
tree was lodged In the top branches of
It had
some other trees close by.
been torn up by the roots and shot
upward hundreds of feet with terrific
1

Age Recommended
By State Educators

grades.

Silver City

At The Hall

airship line from Silver City
to the Mogollón mining district in
Grant county is seriously considered by the postoffice department.
Because of the difficult road, the
long distance from railroad and the
heavy cost of the Star Route mail
service, the department deems it
the most favorable part of the
United States in which to try out
this new plan.
Postoffice inspectors are gather
ing all the data deemed necessary.
The experiment is to be made under the supervision of the railway
mail service and two monoplanes
are to be used. Especially during
the winter, the Mogollón road is
often r.ut of commission and so
heavy that no regular schedule ov-it can be maintained. For the
oresent however, the mail contract
has been awarded to the Bennett
Automobile company of Silver City
for $ to, coo a year. A. W. Mar
riott bad the contract the past five
years at $10,500 per annum.

The concert (riven last Thursday
night in the Athletic Hall by the
Boy Scout Concert Band was well
s
attended. Several musical
were played that received a
most baarty applause from the auditors. Following the concert, a
roller skating sarty took charge of
the ball, passing several hours at
wholesome enjoyment.
The proceeds of the conceit will go toward
purchasing new music for the organization.

An

The industrial conditions

of New Mexico are such that few
find any work to do if they leave
school at so early an age as 14,
and should they find employment
velocity.
The curious effect of these mon- their future is not a bright one as
strous shells passing close to one's their lack of education is a great
head Is that they produce nervous coldrawback for advancement
lapse, deafness, numbness and
personally helped to
Insanity.
the rear a dozen soldiers thus afMore dreadful sights never
flicted.
Day
saw. Now there are two hospital in
Petrograd and Moscow for such solpadier with more than one thousand
tient in each.
In
December
This frightful hombardment drove
where
factory,
a
of
me into the cellar
I found two men and several womAD Public Schools
en and children, who had been there
three days, not daring to emerge even
to get a drtnk of water from th
pump only a tew yards from the openTuesday, Dtctmber 8 will be a
ing of. the cellar. They told me that
the bombardment had continued day remarkable day for the students of
and night, and In proof of their wisthe public schools of New Mexico,
dom In not venturing out they pointed when every child between the
4h
to the hodle of three men and a child
and 8th grades will write an essay
lytug in tbjB factory yard.
In Solid Mat
German
for the contest conducted by the
bolted out
When darkness fell
Sew Mexico Society for the Mudv
In
gain and soon took refuge again
the house of a Polish gentleman, who and prevention of tuberculosis.
invited me to loop tp tila house for This mqverunt has been endors d
the nlgnt. I Biept on a sofa, but In by city, county and state school ofwas
the email hour of the morning
ficials, and will be effective in evby a thell which shook
u wakened
every window rrane In the boute My. ery public school of the
utr and
Host and his family soon appeared say-tf- l
(ullv
practiced.
be
to
that the servants had all fled I
The teachers will read an essay
decided to depan alto but was pre-to the pupils oo the subject, who
fre-oue-

1
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Tuberculosis

8

SUFFERERS
GIVEN QUICK RELIEF

Well Attended

Route For

The state department of education will recommend to the legislature the raising of the compulsory
school age from 14 to 16 years, so
that it will govern a,i children between the ages of 8 and 16. It is
argued that in many instances 14
is the critical age at which the majority of children leave the schools
before completing the grammar

RHEUM A TIG

Band Concert

Airship Mail

selec-tion-

State Corporation
Commission Does

er

in turn write their articles in their
own language, in which they are
expected to write their views of
what they know about tuberculosis
and the prevention thereof.
Ribbon prizes will be awarded to
each grade in a school lor the best

1

1

'

essays wittten. The state winners
in each grade will be awarded gold,
silver and bronze medals.

Big Year's Business
The state corporation commission on Monday turned oxer to the
state treasurer the corporation and
insurance (ees collected during the
month of November. The corporation tees amounted to $910,50
and the insurance fees to $aoo.
The November remittances brought
the total fees of the commission for
the fiscal year up to $23,744.65.
Of this amount $13,814.85 was col
lected as corporation fees, $9,786.- 80 as insurance tees and $143 at
miscellaneous fees.

Pain leaves almost
as if by magic when
you begin using
the famoutold
remedy (or Rheumatism, Lumbago, Gout,
Sciatica, Neuralgia
and kindred troubles.
It goet right to the
spot, kiops the aches
and pains and snakes
lite wordl living. Get
a bottle of
today. A booklet with
euch bottle give full
direction for use.
affjttft
Don't delay. Demand
Don't accept anything elso In
drug- Any
rlaceofit.
fiat can supply you. If you live too far
from a drug store send One Dollar to
S wanton Rheumatic Cure Co., Newark,
will be
Ohio, and a bottla of
tent prepaid.

NOTICE

Is hereby given thtt the property of th
URRACA RANCH as defined by a deed
recorded July aist, 1910, in the office of
the Recorder of Colfax county, New Mexico, on pages 478 and following from Stanley McCormick to Geo. H. Webster, Jr.,
has been created a Game and Fish Preserve under licenses issued by th State
Game Warden of New Mexico, on July
ith, 1913, for a period or ten 10 years.
Under said license, all gam quadrupeds,
game birds and game fish become th
of the owner and no fishing or hunting on said Urraca Ranch will be permitted under full penalty of law, withoat
written permistión from the owner 01 his
authorized agent.
1

pro-par- ty

No hunting permits will be

is-

sued during the year

1914- Geo. H Webster

Jr.

Keep The Kidneys Well

AVISO.

Health It Worth Saving, and Soate Cintanoa
People Know How to Saz it.

propriedad del
El traspasar sobre
rancho de !a Urraca, en el Condado d
Colfax tea yo con el fin de catar pescan o
recoger fruta silvestre o cortar lena ol otro
fin cualesquiera sin permiso se prohibe
trir:tmenle. Y todo aquellos quienes
traspasaren serán prosecutados al plano
exteoto de la ley.
Gao, H Webster, Jr.

Mtny Cimtrron peopletake their livet in
tbair hi ods by neglecting the kidneys when
tbey know these orgtnt med help. Weak
kidneys tre responsible tor vast an ount
of suffering and ill health, but ihr is no
need to suffer nor to remain in danger. Us
Doan's Kidney Pills a remedy that has
helped thousand of kidney sufferers.
The following statement leaves no ground
tor doubt.
John W, Crote, 144 N.Third St.. Raton
N. Méx., tayt: "My back was so weak that
I could hardly ttraightto up ami it wo htrd
My kidney,
for me to put on my shoe.
were out of order, 1 finally began nting
Doan's Kiduev Pill and they soon put
stop to th trouble.
consider Doan't
kKtdney Pills good medicine sod cheerfully
recommend them."
Price 50c, at all dealer. Don't simply
ask for a kiduay remeby- - ot Dou t
Kidney Pilla th same that Mr. Croase
boffalo.NY
1

nad.Foter-MiiburnCo..Pio-

1

AVISO

El traspasar dentro del pasteo del W. 8.
mír d
en el Candado de Colfa con
yate, perca, recoger fruta silvestre o cor-t- t
macera teca o para cualtquirotroe
fin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictamaot
o
c aquello que sai traspalaren sarta
I llano de I
ley.
Por (Krimado) WILLIAM FRENCH,
la Competí de Rece del W. ,
1
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tu es of sunlight hate been recognized
from the dawn of human history and
are embodied In a thousand myth! nod
legenda, but the facta hare been steadfastly ignored, while the whole world
haa sought for the fountain of youth.
It haa remained for our own generation to discover that direct sunlight la
not merely beneficial in stimulating

Fundamental
Principles of

HealflfH

the genera health and raising the
tone of mind and body, but that, aa
we shall later see, It possesses a
therapeutic value In certain alimenta
which borders on the marvelous and
forces ns more end more to recognize
that disease Is the result of social and
economic conditions.
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By ALBERT S. GRAY, M. D
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wires.
In this wsr wires, too, have been stretched on
the fields, pigeons still have carried messages,
dispatchers have galloped back and forth, but In
addition to all these messengers of war the flght-itall depended more on the invention of Marconi, the great wireless telegraph.
The wireless telegraph has proved Its value
right on the flcld of battle. The man in the front
ranks, or the outpost miles from the headquarters,
could place himself In Instsnt communication with
his chief. The wireless telegraph made It pos
for a German soldier fighting his way through
Belgium to talk to a German soldier defending
Alsace. It msde it possible for a soldier at Brussels to shout news of victory back to Berlin without an instant's delay.
It made it possible for the French and British
ts) keup In communication with each other and
map out a new line of defense when the Germans
were hurling their mighty hosts against them.
Msrconi' had already made himself famous before the war broke out. His Invention was one
of the greatest boons to humanity bees use It
saved lives aboard ship In time of sea horror It

brought reseñe to the distressed and expedited
shipping. Prom an instrument of humanity and
pesos it sprang to an Instrument of war and terror.
IJke the pigeon or dove, the personlflcstlon of
peace. It became an Inatrument or war.
Perhaps next to the wireless stations, the most
efficient messengers of war are the homing pigeons. These birds, the wisest of their kind, are
employed to great advantage in English. French.
German, Austrian. Italian. Russian snd Japanese
armies Military authoritlea hold there Is no bet
tnr means for small detschments to communicate
with their headquarters nor could tbey want better.
On tie fields of Europe the flights or the birds
are in most Instances so short that they do not
have to stop far a rest, thus preventing the messages from falling into the hands of the, enemy.
A pigeon In its flight soars so high It Is almost
Invisible to the naked eye, thus It necessitates
the use of high power guns to bring It to the
ground. And any man who ever makes such a
shot can well call It a miracle
The king of England and the emperor or Germany, aa well as other niters ot European nations,
have their own flying kits, and In time or peace
they enter their birds in races with birds belonging to their subjects. The erowned heads deem
'his royal sport.
A bird equipped far flying with a message Is
encased in a bottlalike tube, the shape of Us
i

A spy puta his message in his pocket, proceeds
on his mission, quickly writes his discoveries on
malí bits ot paper and placea than in a tube
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the lofts st Durban and Ptetermarit zburg and in
view of the great service which they performed It
Is of more than passing notice. The dumb messengers were used In the signal service of this
country during the war with Spain. In the French

'

army are more than three hundred thoussnd
trained pigeons and more than six hundred thousand in the postal service which can be utilized In
time of war. Germany has more than two hundred
and fifty thousand well trained fliers and It, too,
has its pigeon posts that can be utilised by the
government.
During the
war an automatic
camera was fastened about the breast of a pigeon
and accurately timed to make photographs in the
air.
When a homer is released. It rises rapidly Into
the air, flying In large circles, apparently getting
Its bearings. Altar rising several hundred feet It
will circle to a point directly above the place
whence it was released, then dart In a straight
line toward Its home, bearing the important documenta to Ita government. A pigeon cannot be
trained to fly to any
point, but It can be
trained to be taken
hundreds of miles
bound tight to the
from its home, rebird's legs. Releasleased on battleing the, bird, his
fields and return to
message la started
Its original home
to its destination
with great haste.
with a speed that
only wireless or teleThe pigeons were
almost displaced by
graph can rival.
the invention of
Messages can be
wireless telegraphy,
fastened to birds in
but a bird can be
various ways,
carried easily where
around the tail
a wireless outfit
feathers, under a
would prove too
wing, about the leg
bulky
and could
or secretly marked
never be taken. A
by plucking a cer
spy can relei.se a
tain faatber, the
pigeon In the faca
painting or certain
rea t hers and manv
of the enemy when
,..
. m wireless, with little risk
other equally ingenious contrivances. Messages
a
truly birds of
ere often reproduced by photography upon Alms
to the bird. The messengers are
reduced to the smallest possible slxe which the
war, not peace.
birds carry and which weigh the mere fraction
r an ounce.
who enKecently there appeared an account ot the capof an old French squire, a retired general,says:
ture or a German spy. He was riding on a train
tertained the troops at his house. He
In Belgium.
"The old gentleman's two daughters helped to
The spy noticed that he was under
surveillance and hurriedly wrote the information
wait on the men, nnd after the meal was over the
he had in bis possession and released his winged
general said:
messenger from the window or the trsin. The
" 'My dear comrades, let me so call you. It Is
spy was captured, but the message could not be
sn old soldier who fought against Prussls forty-fou- r
stopped.
years ago. I waa then a captain of cuirasThese messengers or war sometimes sre called
siers who welcomes you to his house with a
carrier pigeons. They are not Carrier pigeons
heart fall of emotion and In a lolce trembling
with sympathy and thick with tears. You honor
lack the Instinct that enables the homers to reme by this visit. In the midst of all your trials
turn to their cote. Carrier pigeons are only tor
and privations you have a soldier's heart and
the purpose or display at pet stock shows.
courage and cheerfulness. By your wounds 1
Many nations have established pigeon posts,
know your sufferings. You see me old, but I am
where birds are trained to fly from one city to
active and glad to be honored by your shsrlng
another, or from one Island to another. They
such aa I can offer yóu France can never repay
are much ranter than train or steamboats and a
the debt she owes to England for giving to us her
messags is much safer In their care. They are
best and bravest sons. My rather was killed In
numbered today as one of the most deadly mesthe war of 1870 st the battle of Sedan.'
sengers or war.
.
'it wss a picture to see the grand old veteran,
The first news of the siege or Ladysmlth, durwith faltering voice, strike the men's hearts by
ing the Boer wsr, was carried by homing pigeons.
the first librase, 'My dear comrades,' but when be
The pigeons used at Ladysmlth were taken from
raised his glass and gave The king and queen of
England' the men stood up snd tears chased each
otlsr down their cheeks. Then the parish palest
said a few kind words ot w.lcome and Invited
SEIZED A GERMAN MEAL
the party to attend benediction in the little church
which adjoins the park or the general. This was
a happy thought, roí t
copa I Ian s
Incidents of soldier life in the flghting zone are
and Presbyterians jolne
read eagerly In London. How a small party of
in a sol
emn service ot devotl
British cavalry cheated some Germans of their
instances
which show how easily, under stress of trial and
supper is told In the following words:
sdversity, the barriers or clasa and reed tall
"A small party were out on reconnoissance
work, securing woods and searching the countryside. Just about dusk a hall or bullsts came upon
A PARADOX.
our party from a small aplnney of flr trees on the
side of s hill. We Instantly wheeled off as ir we
"Childhood presents many paradoxes," asserted
were retreating, but, in tact, we merely pretended
the bachelor.
to retire and galloped around across plowed laud
"What Instance have you in mind?" aaked the
to the other side or the spinney, fired on the men
friend.
and tbey mounted their horses and flew like light"A. spoiled child may be extremely fresh,
ning out ot their 'supper room,' leaving a finely
pota-toa- s
or
beefsteak,
and
fried
repast
onions
cooked
A GREAT DIFFERENCE.
all ready and done to a turn with about fifty
"You always advised against speculation T"
bottles ot Isger beer, which wss cu acceptable rel"Yea,' returned Mr. Dustln 8 tax.
ish to our meal. Tan of our men gave chase aud
"You nsver played the market yourselrr
returned for an excellent feed."
"No, air. I nevar played It I worked It"
The sania writer gives an account of a speech
Russo-Japanes-
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SUNLIGHT

by A. S Gray)
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war correspondents of 1898
rotf columns nf matter about the
heroes of Santiago who climbed on
y the embankments In front of the
J fighting men and wigwagged slg- )
nals to the fleet on the other side
BBBSlKw
nf the nnnmv
Wigwag went the flags by day
spelling out orders and information, and wigwag went the lanterns
by night spelling out more Information and orders. In fact, wigwagging was about the only method of
communication with the friends on the other side
of the enemy.
Homing pigeons have been used from Jme Immemorial, and they also were used at Santiago.
Today a different condition exists. As the Germans were sweeping down on Paris the operator
In Eiffel tower whispered through the very air tb
Germans were breathing to convey Information to
Ht. Petersburg or Petrograd.
The swlsb of the wireless was unstoppable. The
Spaniards shot down the American signal men on
the embankments in front of Santiago, but the
rifle bullets from the Oermans could not Interfere
with the wireless message as It went on Its way.
One of the most wonderful developments of the
wireless telegraphy came at the opening of the European war wheu It became possible to talk all
the way from Berlin to Ixng Island. Germany
talked across the British fleet to her own ships
sailing the Atlantic and warned them of the
sudden tremor
The only way to stop the wireless was to destroy the operator and he was thousands of miles
away. In our last war wires were stretched all
over the fields back of the flghting men. Dispatchers carried word from colonel to general
.whero there hsd not been time to string the
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So tenaciously do the legends ot our
forefathers cling to us that even yet
It Is the common belief that alt our
Ills are of external origin, the result
ot some malignant power which takes
possession of us by capture and can
be overcome only by the Introduction
Into our bodies of the appropriate antagonist in quantity sufficient to neutralise and best down the unhealthful
conditions Every discovery seems to
prove that the truth Is always simple,
but because our powers of observation
are poorly trained and our knowledge
of the universe Is very slight we go
blundering along, ever seeking some
miracle for the relief of our Ills, blind
to the fact that health Is simply a matter of being In accord with the balance
of the universe. The truth of this Is
proved by the fact that In the final
analysis sll our diseases are found to
originate In some deficiency, because
we Ignore some simple natural requirement which breaks the normal
continuity of the vital chain binding
every living unit Into a nicely balanced
reciprocating machine.
"The scientific world has come to
believe that the primary sources of
natural energy by virtue of which the
universe keeps going over Immense
periods of time are to be found not in
the great masses of glowing matter
dotting the heavens, nor in any of the
relations between energy and matter
In bulk, but in the reactions between
the Individual atoms out of which
bulk is made up." Just so, too, our
health, happiness and efficiency are
the direct products of the natural operation of the Individual cells of which
we are composed.
And anything
which disturbs the natural relations
between these minute individuals is
certain to result in some form of variation which we usually call ill health.
We have noted that variations In
plant growth take place under different colored lights because plants have
the inherited capacity to develop normally only under white light. But
there bas been very little research
work done along these Unes tor the
purpose of determining why these
variations occur. Probably the most
significant facts in this connection are
to be found in the discoveries or Dr.
J. R. Green, who in 1897 showed that
light had an appreciable effect on the
formation and action or the enzymes
in plants and that the red and blue
rays favored the formation of the
enzymes, while the green, the lc!go
and the violet, and especially the ultra
violet, rays destroyed them. He also
made the striking suggestion that
"vegetsble structures have a power of
absorbing radiant energy which Is not
connected with the preaence and actlv
Ity of chlorophyll."
The very recent discoveries of Mme
Henri and others as to the effects of
s
are
light rays on
steps along this line which promise
much relief to suffering humsnlty by
emphasizing the effects on light rays
on lire In general. There Is an old
saying to this effect: "Where the sun
does not enter the doctor must." This
would seem to prove that we instinct
ively recognize our dependence on
sunlight, but with that peculiar perversity which leads us to ignore the
obvious and go at our evil wrong end
to, we persistently continue the pursuit of an intangible "cure," some miracle working drug or serum which will
have the power of reversing natural
law and enabel us completely to Ignore
natural forces.
We know tuberculosis to bo essentially a deficiency disease, the ultimate
result or Insufficient food and air and
light. The only known successful
method of controlling the disease consists in supplying the missing factors
by a simple substantial diet and living
out ot doors. Prevention, not cure. Is
the modern weapon against this
scourge, and prevention consists In
sufficient food, air and light.
If all living things are subject to the
same laws then It would be reasonable
to Infer that Doctor Green's hint that
"vegetable structures have a power of
absorbing radiant energy which Is not
connected with the presence and activity, of chlorophyll" may have a parallel
In the human body, and perhaps we,
too, may have a power of absorbing
radiant energy not connected with the
presence and activity ot hemolglobin,
s
our oxygen carrying substance
to chlorophyll in the plant. This
appears to be true In a measure, If
satisfactory Improvements in tubercular conditions secured under direct sun
rays are noted.
A method of treatment by means of
prolonged exposure of the naked body
to solar rays has been found particu
larly helpful for tuberculosis of the
bones. Joints and ganglia. ' The new
treatment Is called heliotherapy and
has beon found not only particularly
helpful la tubercular diseases, but haa
tlso met with marked success In other
diseases.
In a general sense the healing vlr
micro-organism-

anal-ugou-

AND

TUBERCULOSIS.

Refarrlng to certain worms snd Jel-lfish which contain chlorophyll, seek
sunlight and give off oxygen In the
light, but soon die if kept la the
dark, Bunge writes: "It follows that
a complete antithesis between Interchange ot force and matter In animals
and plants does not exist; and It will
be henceforth Impossible, to separate
the physiological chemistry of the
vegetable from that of the animal
world. The more our knowledge of
each section of science advances the
more the two becomes fused together." There Is a fundamental taw
that prevalía throughout all departments of nature that nothing can
come Into being that ts not demanded
by the conditions at the time. There
is, in other words, a reason for every-- '
thing, and Investigation to the point
or understanding Invariably proves
every phenomenon to be very simple.
Ordinarily the sun is looked on by
the average Individual with Interest
only when It is undergoing eclipse,
but the botanist who has reduced
plant culture to almost a science
knows that the sun Is the most vital
factor In Ufa. The botanist knows by
experience that If his plsnts do not
receive sufficient sunlight they become
weakened and readily acquire all sorts
of fungous diseases. There Is no mystery about It at all. Also he knows
that If the soli conditions are not normal sunlight alone will not protect
his plants from dtseasea. All the conditions must be In harmony for normal results.
Possibly taking the hint from the
botanist. Professor Poncet of Lyons
the first person systematically to employ heliotherapy, a method of treating surgical tuberculosis by means of
direct sunlight began to use the direct sun rays In the treatment of
tubercular joint Infections In 1892 and
not onty used the method freely In his
personal practice, bnt impressed the
value of solar exposure upon all his
pupils. In 1899 the definite statement
was made that Professor Poncet believed the beneficial effects from the
exposure of tubercular Infections to
solar rays extended not only to tubercular bones, ganglia and the like, but
also to tuberculosis of the Internal
organs. It Is interesting here to note
that Dr. Alexis Carrel began his surgical studies as Interne under Professor
Por.cet and It Is not unreasonable to
Infer that the Influence of Professor
Poncet's initiative may have spurred
Doctor Carrel Into original work.
Doctor Kolller, a Swiss physician of
Leysln, became an ardent advocate
of the treatment and secursd marvelous results trom the use or direct sun
rays on tubercular Infections in patients among the snow covered peaka
of Switzerland.
Doctor Oelsnlt of Nice reports the
treatment useful In tuberculosis peritonitis. Doctor Emmett or Philadelphia and Doctor Snequlrotf of Moscow
report excellent results from sun rays
Di
In acute muscular rheumatism.
rect sunlight Is declared to be beneficial In infected wounds, and Doctor
Almes of Montpeller reports that the
treatment hastens the formation of
scar skin on burns, which usually heal
very slowly. Further confirmation of
the reaults of the treatment cornea
from Doctor Bardenhaner ot Cologne.
Doctor Bardenhauer had long been a
champion of the knife In external
tuberculosis, and In 1911 he undertook
to "control" Doctor Router's experiThe rements to test their value.
sults obtained were so satisfactory
that he Introduced the system of
heliotherapy Into his hospital practice.
Doctor Hinsdale, writing In the Interstate Medical Journal, describes
"The pathe treatment aa follows:
tient Is clothed In linen or white flan-

nel, according to the season; he wears
a white hat and la protected from direct sunlight on the face by a screen
and wears smoked or yellow gtaases.
And now comes the peculiar and Interesting method of the exposure. It
mskes no difference where the disease Is located, whether In the hip,
the spine or the cervical glands, the
Invariable rule is to begin with the
feet. The next day the legs will oe
exposed; the third dsy tbe thighs.
On the fourth day the abdomen la exposed; the fifth the thorax. Finally
on the alxth or seventh day he exposes the neck and head with careful
supervision."
The treatment Is reported to be
very effective in tubercular hip, joint
and knee diseases, especially In the
latter, because In such cases not only
Is the Infection destroyed and the
wound healed, but the joint remains
alwaya lacking
mobile, a result
where surgical Interference Is resorted to. Also It la reported effective In
tubercular peritonitis, acute muscular
rheumatism and trachoma, a very infectious grsnular Inflammation of the
mucous Unlnf ot the eyeltds and the
outside of the eye.
But It Is not necessary to go to
the mountains for treatment, tor the
sun shines everywhere.
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Pour more Informations were Hied
against mine workers, charging them
with kidnaping Western Federation of
Miners' member Aug. 27.
Charles C. Witmer, an American aviator, notified relatives at Decalur, 111.,
of his appointment by Ciar Nicholas
of Russia to the Rssslan airship corps.
A carload of foodstuffs, principally
flour and beans, the contribution from
Billings and Its vicinity to the Belgian relief fund, left Billings, Mont,
for Seattle.
Blda for 1,700,000
flannel army
htrta for the allied army were submitted by several firms to representatives of the British War Department
In St. Louis.

Edward J. Clark and Bertha

Par-

sons, 18 years old, were arrested at
Cloveland, Okla., charged with the
murder of Clark's wife near Oreen
Forest Ark.
The Knight Woolen mills of Provo.
Utah, received a rush order for 50,000
army blankets through the 8an Francisco representative of a foreign nation not named in the order. .
After three months of idleness the
Kansas City shops of the Frisco railroad reopened with a full force of 480
men. The Springfield, Mo., shops
have also resumed operation!.
The
frigate Independence left Mare Island navy yard on
its first trip since 1868, when It was
d

brought to the island after service as
training-shiat San Francisco.
George Colwell was arrested at his
home la Jackson county, Fla., on
charges of arson In connection with
the burning ten days ago of the Florida State Reform 8chool at Marlanna,
in which ten lives were lost.
Twenty passengers were burned
about the face and hands when a
smoker of a Chicago. Burlington &
Quinry suburban train at Chicago
caught fire as the result of the explosion of a parcel of motion picture films
carried by a passenger.
Telegrams were received at the
Lincoln Highway Association headquarters in Detroit stating that every
foot of the new 3,400-miltranscontinental road was covered by automobiles between 6 o'clock in the morning and 6 in the evening Saturday.
Joseph Smith, president of the Reorganized Church of Latter Day
Saints and son Of Joseph 8. Smith,
founder of the Mormon church, is reported 111 at bis home in Independence, Mo., and his children, who live
at Lamonl, la., have been called to bis

a

Thirty bodies from the British battleship Bulwark were recovered from
the River Thames.
Young Indian students In England
spend fifty minutes dally praying for
the success of the sides.
By the Irony of circumstances
of the field glssses now being
sold by the thousands In London wort
made In Germany.
President Poincajrv has conferred
upon Gen. J off re the medallle mill
taire, the highest honor that can be
conferred on a French soldier.
Gov. Maytorena's Vlllaista troops,
which desisted from the siege of
Naco, Sonora, several days ago, began
dropping shells Into the town again.
At Cape Town, South Africa, the
death Is announced of the archteol
gist. Dr. Richard Ntcklln Hall, well
known for his explorations In Rhodesia.
Cananea, Sonora, headquarters ol
Oqv. Maytorena, the Villa commander,
is reported to have been isolated from
Its water supply, making the town un
tenable.
Within twenty-fou- r
hours of the dt
vorce granted to his wife In Connecticut, Dr. Joseph A. Blake was married
secretly in Paris to Mrs. Katherint
Duer, former wife of Clarence H. Mao
kay. who was divorced last February
William Waldorf Astor was defend
ant in London in an action before
Justice Rowlatt in the high courts,
brought by Mrs. Alice Alexander
Falcke, of Green Cottage, Klneton,
Warwickshire, who sought to recovei
payments In arrears under an alleged
agreement entered between Mr. Astoi
and herself for the support oi
her child, of which Mrs. Falcke clalmt
the expatriated American millionaire
is the father.

p

e

bedside.

8PORT.

Covering 300 miles at the rate of 81
miles an hour, .Eddie Pullen won th
annual Corona, Calif., road race, and
established a new speedway record.
John Probst, running unde. the col
ors of the Chicago Athletic Club, woo
the
Marathon of the Missouri
Athletic Association at St. Louis in 51
minutes.
The V. S. Military Academy football
team defeated the Naval Academ)
eleven by a score of 20 to 0 in the
annual service game on Franklin field
at Philadelphia.
It Is the belief of Henry Zlegler, the
Cincinnati theatrical man, who has
Just returned from Paris, that Jack
Johnson did not receive a penny for
his efforts in his fight with Frank M
ran.
Nearly every stable of note wat
represented at the annual Old Glory
sale of race horses at Madison Square
Garden in New York. High price
were indicated when the yearling trot
ter Harvest Note was sold to a New
Yorker for $2,100.
Edward M. Currigan, owner of the
Hawthorne race track in Chicago when
racing was in Its heyday, and at one
time a dominant figure on the American turf, was married at Crown Point,
Ind., to Miss Alice M. Pickett of Chicago.
ConigBD, according to the
story, gave his age as 60 years. Hit
bride gave herB as 21, and her occupation as that of a clerk.
e

Continued showers assured the

State Department dispatches showed
quiet In San Domingo.
Major General Funston, who arrived
at Galveston with the main expeditionary force that occupied Vera Cruz,
will have two months' leave of absence.
Plans for the government railroad
to the Alaskan coal fields will be
formulated soon by the commission
named by Secretary Lane to investigate possible routes.
President Wllxon has announced
the appointment of Beth Low of New
York, Charles W. Mills of Philadelphia and Pat Gllday of Clearfield,
Pennsylvania,
as
a commission
through which future differences between operators and miners Involved
in the present Colorado coul strike
may be settled.
The Military Order of the Carabao,
whose annual dinner last year resulted in President Wilson withdrawing
bin acceptance of honorary membership and the administering of a reprimand ul his request on the officers
renpraiHible for the program, because
of criticism of the administration's
Philippine policy, has decided to abandon the function this year.
In protest against the latest re
quest or woman suffrage leaders for
an audience with President Wilson to
ask his Support for a constitutional
suffrage amendment, Mrs. Arthur M.
Dodge, president of the National Association Opposed to Woman Suffrage, addressed a letter to the President, setting out arguments against
the proposals of the suffragists.
Á ruling of Interest to all railroads
was issued by the Bureau of interna!
Revenue, interpreting the provision of
the war tax law relating to the levy of
1 cent on all manifests, bills of lading
or other evidences of the receipt and
forwarding of shipments.
Gross violations of the law against
selling liquor to Indians or taking
liquor onto an Indian reservation
caused Cato Sells, commissioner of in
dlan i:f fairs, to resort to drastic meas-uroto stop what he believes has become a practice on the Osage reserva
tlon in Oklahoma.
s
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Frederick Nicholson, pastor of th
First Spiritual Church at Worcester,
Mass.. appealed to Chief of Police Hall
for "protection against love sick
maidens and scheming mothers."
The American Federation of Labor
all its present officers and
voted to hold its next national convention at' San Francisco In November. 1915 at the Philadelphia meeting.

Shippers in Arkansas will be r
quired to pay a forfeit of $2 a car for
freight cars placed at their disposal
and not used, the Arkansas Railroad
Commission decided.
The ruling becomes effective Jan. 1.
Miss Clara Kellogg, a stenographer,
narrowly escaped death in 2ion City,
HI., la a fire that destroyed the target
factory at a loss of $50,000. She rushed
into the office to rescue some valuable
papers and was overcome by smoke.
Miss Nellie HhsUt was killed at
Kankakee, III., when the automobile
she was driving pent Into a ditch and
overturned. Two other girls, returning with her from a Thanksgiving
dance, were not seriously injured.
A bitter legal contest for the possession of a silver teapot and salver,
said to be 200 years old, began when
the estate of Emily H. Blocker was
called for audit before Judge Gest In
tht Orphans' Court In Philadelphia.
Movement of $100,000,000 worth of
live stock, which had been postponed
because of the foot and mouth disease quarantine, may now begin as the
result of an order issued by Dr. J. I.
Gibson, state veterinarian of Iowa.
The Norwegian steamship Orn, the
second steamer to leave Philadelphia
loided with food and other supplies
for the Belgian war sufferers, sailed
for Rotterdam.
Great prosperity for a time awaits
the United States, In the opinion of
Sir George Palsh, adviser to the British treasury, who sailed from New
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Murder Committed at Ssnts Rosa Thirteen
Yesrs Ago In a Drunken Brawl.

error Ctlfofl News Sarvlee.

cnrloads of Maize will bo
shipped from Melrose.
Santa Fé won the 1915 meeting of
the State Teachers' Association.
Weetern Newspaper Union Newe Serrlee.
A car of broom corn was shipped
Santa Fe, N M. Jasa Medina, a
from Rock Island by parties from native of Old Mexico, who was senRana.
tenced to the New Mexico peniten"Rabbit camps" are being estab- tiary for ninety-ninyears for a murlished in Chaves county for the cap- der committed at Santa Rosa thirtura of rabbits for market.
teen years ago, was granted a parole
A carload of eastern and
native by Governor McDonald.
The fact that it was Thanksgiving
trout will be distributed at points beday had nothing to do with the retween Raton and Silver City.
The Corralltos Cattle Company has lease of Medina from the penitentiary,
hipped 2,600 bead of cattle from sa Governor McDonald does not believe In peroles and pardons solely as
Columbus so far this season.
Thanksgiving "features." He released
An average of about eight cars ef Medina
from prison because, after
lumber, ties and mine props are being thoroughly
studying the case, he baa
shipped from Cimarron dally.
serious doubt of his guilt.
The Hrst quarterly conference for
Medina was a railroad laborer In
San Jon charge for the year 1914-1Dusdalupe county.
He was a strangwill be held at San Jon Dec
er and had no friends. In a drunken
Frank Hubbell, the "sheep king" of brawl one night a man was killed, and
Albuquerque, will this year ship sbout the principal witnesses against Med
60,000 sheep from his Socorro counIna were a man andvomen who were
ty ranges.
with him and the victim of the brawl.
The following notaries public have After the trial and sentence of Medina
been commissioned by Governor Mc- these witnesses disappeared.
Medina was convicted of second deDonald: W. O. Chatn an, Blue Water;
John L. Boyle, Raton, and Fermín B. gree murder and given a life sentence
ninety nine years.
Haca, La Joya.
During the thirteen years that he
The plains section is reported to be has been an Inmate of the state penialive with rabbits. U has been sug- tentiary his conduct has been exemgested that a drive take place to cap- plary. This fnct was also taken Into
ture as many as possible and ship 3onslderatlon by Governor McDonald
thorn to Belgium.
in deciding to grant him a parole.
As a result of the anti-flcampaign
conducted by the Woman's Club at
Big Gold VHke at Pines A.w.
Carlsbad, it Is stated that eight bushSilver City Wright and Stauber,
els of Hies were collected and paid
lessees of the Savanna Company's
for In the 1914 fly carapajgn.
group of mines at PIbos Altos, have
M. H. Roberts, aged sixty, a well
made another phenomenal strike of
known
resident or Raton and the gold ore. The lessees, drifting from
county for thirty years, was discov- the shaft of the l.angston mine, which
ered dead in bed by his nephew, Henry adjoins the PaclHc mine in which
Roberts, with whom he lived.
they have been working, encountered
Miss Frances I.eeson, a popular a faulted vein, carrying high values in
high school girl of Santa Fé, was an- gold. Already they have taken out
nounced as the victor In the state- thousands of dollars Ic the yellow
wide oratorical contest among
high metal during the past year In this
school pupils held at Albuquerque.
property. They have leases on other
Vice President Marshall is expected valuable properties In the Pinos Altos
In New Mexico soon on his way to cam p. which they so tar have not beScottsdale, Ariz., where he and Mrs. gun to develop.
Marshall will spend the Christmas
holidays with Mrs. Marshall's parents. Threshes 300,000 Pounds of Beans.
Roy. Irvin Ogden, Jr., has finished
William
West, who conducts a
ilnirv ranch about five miles north of the bean threshing season, ending at
He has
Silver City, is in a hospital, suffering StanUlaua Rycheiewski'a
from a severe bullet wound In the left SOO.hOO pounds of beans to hie credit
leg and deputies from the sheriff's With his machine, besides a large territory threshed by Da Is and I a rue's
office are investigating.
and many beaten out by
machines
Tte 1914 apple crop of New Mexico
hand. Four hundred thousand pounds
Is estimated at 888,000 bushels,
acis a conservative estimate ol
cording to a reported of the Federal of
crop on this mesa.
Department of Agriculture.
The tils year's bean
yield in 1913 was 600,000 bushels and
800,000 bushels In 1912.
Lonergan Is Pueblo Superintendent.
Albuquerque.
The Peñasco Sheep Company, a corIt Is announced here
poration organized at Roswell in 1908 that P. T. .emerjan has been made
to raise and market sheep, has notl-fi- . superintendent of the Pueblo Indians
(i the State Corporation
in the Santa F6 and Albuquerque disCommission of a change in namo to the
the two big schools,
tricts outsnbRanching Company.
lonergan had been appointed to an
It wbb reported In Albuquerque that Oklahoma agency and had accepted
F. C. Snyder, for a long time assistant but will be transferred.
superintendent of the Santa Fé Indian
school, has accepted the supertntend-encSalazar Pursuit Fruitless.
of the Pueblo Indian schools,
Albuquerque.
l'arty after party of
tendered some weeks ago.
deputy sheriffs and deputies from the
That the people of New Mexico are
'nited States marshal's office reusing the postal suvings department turned aftet scouring the country in
all directions in a fruitless search for
of the federal government is evidenced by the fact that within the (len. Jose Vnes Salazar, the Federal
last year the deposits of the Roswell psieoner who escaped from the
county Jail.
postofflcc have increased several hun
djed times.
D. K. B. Sellers of Albuquerque, G.
Diet at U. 8. Sanatorium.
T. Veal of Roswell and J. J. Shuler
811ver City. Chas.
C.
Gilbert, a
of Raton, have been named by Govprominent lawyer of Chicago, who for
ernor McDonald as delegates to the the past year had been u patient at
fifth annual convention of the Amer- the United States military sanatorican (Mod Koada Association, to be ium at Fort lluyard, died there followheld In Chicago Dec. 14 to 18.
ing s long illness with tuberculosis.
The Fccos valley is to sooi, become
an Important hog shipping center.
Artesla Bank Cashier Acquitted.
Afbuquerque.
"War to deuth on pigeons," Is one
John B. Enfield,
of the slogans of the Eddy county cashier of the closed State National
Swine Breeder' Association,
which Hauk of Artesla, wub acquitted In the
recently. Federal Court on a charge of making
wbb organized at Artesla
Pigeons carry germs of Cholera from a false re 1)0
to the cwniptrollur ot
one pigpen to another, and the federthe pnrreney.
al experts on pig disease strongly
that every pigeon of the
Ellas Montoya Accidentally Shot.
AttsHMierque.
bo killed.
Bliss Monjpys, a well
J. J. Bostick took to Melrose for ex- known sheep raiser of Thoreau, was
shot with a revolver in
hibition a mammoth sugar beet that accidentally
the right In east and was taken to the
was trowii on the fiirm of Henry Wilmiles northwest of hospital at Gallup In a serious condiliams, twenty-thretion.
y
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For size and weight it Is
certainly some beet. The weight it
IT
pounds, and its measures twenty-fou- r
inches long and twenty Inches In
Melrose.

circumference.
J. H. Wagner of Santa Fé. J. S.
Hofer of Tucumcari, MIsb Pearl Miller
of State College and Miss Ethel Pickett ot Sliver City, have been appointed
by Governor McUouald to represent
New Mexico at the eighth annual convention of the National Society for
the Promotion of Industrial Educs-- i
ion. which is to be held In Richmond,
Va.. Dec. 9 to 12th.
Tnat It is manifestly unjust to
charge interest on delinquent taxes
when collectors are unable, through
failure to receive tax rolls on time, to
accept payment at the appointed dute,
Is an opinion given out by Assistant
Attorney General Harry 8. Clancy.
The bonds of the Cbtuamen, Sam
Lee and Lew Moy, convlctod of con-

spiracy to bring Chinamen into this
country at Santa Fé, and who have
takt-- an appeal to the Circuit Court
of Appeals, were sent to Judge Pope
ternities attended the sixth annual
Albuquerque for approval. The
conference at the Uni- St
Chinamen are held under tJ.Oofl sos
versity Club In New York.
York for Liverpool.
More than loo delegates from the
thirty-fou- r
largest national college fra-
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moval of the last of the danger from
further ravages of forest fires in Ar-

WASHINGTON.

NEWS

Alleged Hortethlef Csptured.
Socorro. "Tex" Singleton wanted
by the authorities In Phoenix for the
alleged theft of a number of horses,
was captured at Johnson's ranch,
southwest of San Marcial, and placed
in Jail here.
Old Cimarron Hotel Burned.
(J rand hotel at CimarRaton.-T- he
ron, one of the oldest hostelries of

this part of the state, caught fire and
burned to the ground. The loss was
covered

by Insurance,

To Reclaim San Simon Valley.
Silver City The Han Simon valley,
altuated In southwestern New Mexico
and southeastern Arizona, near the.
Mexican border, is to be reclaimed by
s reservoir system of irrigation. Two
creeks are to be dammed. The project is being promoted by J. R. Blako
and J. Q. Johnson, of LordsburK, who
report they have the money to go
ahead with the scheme. The total
cost will be approximately $1,000,000
and 40,000 acrus will be reclaimed.

rTHE change may be critical and cause nnlokJ
J suffering in after-life- .
The modern young
worn an is o f ter. a ' 'bundle of nerves " - "high strong "
- fainting spells emotions! -f- requently bfue and
dissatisfied with life. Such girls thouM be hetbcV
over this distressing stage in life by a woman's
tonic snd nervine - thai hat proven successful for
over 40 year.
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PLEASANT

PELLETS

SALE DISTEMPER
HORSE
Tou know what you sell or buy through the salea hoe about

one chance In fifty to escapo hamo htajii.ic DIftTKIvtrKH.
"BPOHN'S" Is your true protection, your only safeguard, fo
ss sura as you treat ail your horses with It. you will soon
be rid ot the disease. It arts as a sure preventive no matter how they are "ettpoeed." 60 cents and
a bottle, fft
end 110 doten bottles, at sll sood drusslsta, horse soon
hooeee, or delivered by the manufttcturers.
POHN MEDICAL CO, Chemists led Baclerloloaiats.
BOSHES, (NO., U. &. 4,
1
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COINAGE

ON

NIGERIA

MIGHT BE CALLED EVIDENCE

Tender That Is Unhandy to At Least Participant in Fight Had
Carry About In Any ConsiderReason te Believe He Was
Telling the Truth.
able Quantity.

Lenal

Among the strangest coins In the
world are those used In certain
towns and villages In southwest Nigeria, on the west coast of
Africa, and called "manillas." In shape
they resemble a horseshoe with the
two extremities flattened out like a
camel's foot. Being made of solid
s
copper,
of an Inch thick,
they weigh over eight ounces each.
In "face value" seven of these queer
coins are equivalent to one quarter,
so that a dollar's worth would be an
uncomfortable, heavy load.
Not only are these "manillas" used
among the natives, but white traders
accept them as legal tender for goods
sold at the various stores. At one
time the strkngely shsped money had
quite a circulation In certain parts of
the coast, but Its use is now restricted
to a few bush towns and one or two
of the smaller seaboard places, Including Bonny, ilrass and Akassa.
"Manillas" are now very difficult to obtain, and curio collectors value them
not solely by reason of their scarcity,
but because of the novel serviette
rings they mske when silver plated.
three-eighth-

Before Coc.gress of Vienna.
One hundred years ago Alexander I
of Russia, the king ot Prussia and
other sovereigns, accompanied by a
large retinue of diplomatists and soldiers, made their solemn entry into
Vienna to take part in the congress
which was to readjust the map of
Europe. The thrones which Napoleon
had overturned Veré to be righted and
the old despots whom he had dismissed were to be given back their
scepters. The Hrst weeks of the congress, however, were not devoted to
the serious business at hand, but were
spent In a succession of msgnlftcent

festivities. Notwithstanding the flnun-cla- l
ruin of the country, Austria appropriated sums amounting to thousands of dollars daily to provide balls,
banquets, concerts and other entertainments for the visiting monarchs
and their advisers.
FOR

BABIES.

D

A hot bath with Cuticura Soap followed by a light application of Cuticura Ointment, gently rubbed on the
surface, afford Immediate rehef and
point lo speedy healment of
eczemas,
rushes, itchings,
burnings, scalings and crustings of
the fkln and scalp of infants and chilanxdren, bringing rest to worn-outious mothers and peace to distracted
households. For free sample each with
32 p. Skin Book, address Kstcard
Dept. X, Boston.
Sold everywhere. Adv.
g

,

Thsy Live on Us.
paintJohn Sloan, the
er, pointed out at a tea In a pale stone
palace In fifth avenue the doubtful
authenticity of s Corregglo.
At the end of his demonstration Mr.
Sloan adjusted his pince-nez- .
looked
about him in bis grave, whimsical way
and said:
"Ladles, the old masters are Indeed
immortal. Most of them are still producing chefs d'oeuvres at the rate of
nine or ten a week for the galleries of
our multimillionaires."
well-know-

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOR1A, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
Raausl lit,.

mdS

ULxffi&(

Two colored soldiers at a frontier
post had a fight, during which one of

the combatants lost an ear, and the
ft
other was accused of having-bitteoff. The case was tried by a general
and the counsel for the
defense. In
of the
man, the principal witness
for the prosecution, asked: "Where
did this fight take place?" "In Mista
Nelson's co'n field, Jes' outside d
reservation," answered the witness.
"What wss the condition of the
ground?" "Hit wuz covered wid stubble co n had all been cut." "Now."
said the counsel, glaring at the ml
ness, "you are on oath, snd will get
Into serious trouble If you tell anything but the truth. Could not your
ear have been torn off by the sharp
stubble?" "Yaas, sah," said the witness, "hit mought." "Then what 'do
you mean by stating under oath that
the accused bit It off?" '"Cause,"
said the witness, "I done seen him
spit it out."
court-martia-

one-eare- d

But the young fool is not excusable
on the ground that there Is no foel
like an old fool.

Backache Spells Danger
Do you know that your bad back noy
d
be merely a bint of eome bidden,
kidney dloorderT Censúa recordé
ebow that deetbe from kidney dieord re
People
In 20 years.
have Increseed 71
esn't seem to realise that the first palo
In tbe back, tbe first disorder ot tbe
urine, demande lnstsnt attention that It
may be a etgnal of coming rbeumetlern,
sr fetal Brlsbt'a O leasee
frase!, drapery
prevention ef serious klrtarj,
disorders la prompt treatment tbe beet
medicine le Donne Kidney Pills

A Colorado Case
Picture
Jk
"tmr
O. H. Dy
Mi
j&
TrlUuStory"
cm.,
ill

o.

aira

iu)c

Colo..

"For ntn year mi
weuta
kldneya wer
nd tbe patn In tny
back got 00
bad to met up at
night and walk tbe
X
floor.
eouldn'1
aleep and 1 wi bo

'it

I

ktvrw

ome thing must be
dona, finding good
reaults from tba flnrt
box of Doan'ri Kidney Pilla I kept on
with tbem and five boira completely
cured mm. Whenever I hava takes Doan'a
Kidney Plllg glnce I have bad floe n n
1 am and
alwaye will be a strong endorser of Doaa'a Kidney Piles."
Gal Daaae at Aay Slare, SOe a Box

DOAN'S WAV
ft
FOSTER-MILBUR-

CO.. BUFFALO,

V.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicida oí all antiseptics la

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water aa needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douche
In treating catarrh, Inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
cuused by feminine ills it has no eqaai.
For ten years the Lydla K Pinkhain
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtlno
In their private correspondence wltn
women, which proves Its superiority.
Women who have been cared say
It Is "worth Its weight In gold." At
druggists. 60c. large box. or by inslL
The Paxton Toilet Co Boston, Mass,

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

van quickly be overcome
Signature of
Í2L
CARTER'S LITTLE
In Use For Over SO Years.
LIVER PILLS.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria Purely vegetable
The Presidents.
Seven presidents have been born In
Virginia, of whom five lived In that
state when tbey were elected. Ohio
has been the birthplace ot six presidents, and five were elected while residents of that state. New York and

North Carolina have each had three
and Massachusetts two. Five other
slates have had one each.
Smile on wash dsy. That't when you use
Red Cross bag Klue. Clutbes whiter than
utuw. All grocen. Adv.

When women peek st each other
they call It kissing but Is Itr
How easy it is to give trouble the
laugh when you bsven t anyl

act surely atid
gently on the
liver. Cure .StaltalaVaiBBBaalsV
Ililiousness,
ssTsTsr
Head-

CARTERS

it.t
atnviaii
HttlBlM
BLY.W

ache,-

err
Diixincss, and Indigestion.
SMALL

I

i

tfV"""
They do their dutji

PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK.

Genuine must bear Signature

HÜ

halVam

AJetle sreeantuoe) at mntt.

liyt BW U.ut la Crstlslf or reeled Hals.
aataMli
tte, aad

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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ÍReal Christmas Bargains That Will Appeal
With Christmas only a short time ahead of us and new
goods arriving we have but one alternate and that is
to put on a sale unknown before in this section. The

j

H. A. Fjnke motored to Max
well, Monday on business.

H. G. Frankenburger attended
to company business in Raton last

Masons Fancy 1 lb boxes candies,
regular price 70c, special now 65c

Fancy hand dipped chocolates,
ular price 35c, special per lb

P. Dawson of Trinidad, Colo
ado, was among the Cimarron
visitors Monday.

Masons Fancy 12 lb boxes candies
regular price 35c, special now 30c

Lemon and Hoarhound stick candy,
8c
regular 20c seller, per lb

Funke's Superfine chocolate covered fruits and nuts in boxes, regular
price 65c, our special now
60c

d
Funke and Ziegler's lemon,
reguand peppermint drops,
lar price 25c per lb, special now 24c

.
i
- I.....
-.
ruugc, regular
pen. rcmiui
i 25c, special to the trade per lb
-

1

i-

)i

3

ice

22c

Fancy Chocolate chips 40c now 35c

30c

1

Friday.

..
i
L' :
v..
gai 4.
rvmuci
icn
iiiiacu v.auuv, tin..
winter
20c now 18c
mixed, Jelly beans,
1

,g.

Peanuts regular 20c now lb

6 Packages of Assorted Gum For

6 Packages of chewing gum in the following assortments: Wrigleys
Double Mint, Spear Mint, Juicy Fruit, Yucatan, Sweet Sixteen,
Calfornia Fruit and Mint Marbles.
All 5c Package goods, sold all over at 5c straight, now 6 for 25c in the following assortments, Funke's Big Jo Peanut, Nut Figlets, Nut Goodies, Ideal

Fancy Caromels, Hersheys Plain Dhocolate and Almond Bars, Bonito Honte
Carlo Bars, Bonito Almond Chocolate and Lunch Bars, Millers Peanut Bar
Fresh English Walnuts en route from California, special per pound 26c
Pastry Goods, Fruit Cakes and Plum Puddings should be ordered early
I

WEBER'S LUNCH ROOM AND BAKERY

Mrs. Al Davis and son of
visited' with friends and relatives in this city Sunday.
Meals at all hours are served at
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.

k3

Patronize home industry and
buy your baker.v goods at Weber's
Restaurant and Bakery.

Thos. Graney, pioneer rancher
and stock grower near E'town,
to business matters in this
city several days this week.

First class beds at the Antlers
hoW, (urnace heat, 50c, 75c and

Herman Mutz, the popular business man of E'town, passed through
this citv Wednesday, accompanied
by his son and daughter, enroutt
fur ttatoti, on a business .uission.

E. A. Troutman came down from
trait, Wednesday of last week
to spend Thanksgiving with his
family in this city. Misses Alma
and Mattie Troutman accompanied
their father to Metcall, Friday.

des-stati-

The lives that are lost, the cities that are destroyed ar.d the resources that are
wasted will have their greatest effect upou future generations

is

of

stagnant industries,

army

teing waged we Americans are fighting the

of 150,000 men

the telephone wants

of

and women enlisted in the ranks
the American public.

Over 6000 of these peop
of the year.

of th

light snow covered the ground
Tuesday, coming from the east.
One year ago this section was
snowbound for a week. Railway
traffic was suspended for several
days and cattle losses were quite
heavy.

deso-at- e

Battles of Peace.
An

rves

mountain states every day

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different'

Harness and Saddles
Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
SiandaAd

Jncandeceni Oil amf of ihe WoridtfS

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise, S
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,'
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Gooda-Light
as Electric, Uses Less Oil

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices
For Your Thanksgiving Dinner

Turkey

with Oyster Dressing

Hens or SpringJChicken
Rib Roast, Pork Roast, Leg of.Mutton
Sweet Potatoes Cranberries

The News is working for you and
the community every week. What
are YOU, not the other fellow, doing for it?

Fancy Creamery Butter Fresh Ranch Eggs

Martin Buckovc came down from
bis Moreno Valley farm Friday on

The most complete slock of fresh vegetables

business expedition. Saturday
he spent iu Raton. Mr. Uuckovc
invariably remembers his friends
in Cimarron and on every occasion
be distributes potatoes and other
vegetables among his acquaintances as a token of friendship. He
has a large quantity of spuds that
he has for the market and which
he is selling in Taos and E'town
at good prices.
a

the seven

Buggies

A

The war that bow engulfs Europe is only a preface to the story of sorrow and
that will follow.

Until the last chapter is reached there will be a story
humes, barren fields and fatherless children.

Wagons

Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed

Mi

The Waste of War

X

Joe Swearingen and family motored to Trinidad, Saturday remaining until the tollowing day when
they returned home.

Remember your friends and send
them post card vk ws ol the Cimarron Canon. Sold at the leading
stores at 2 tor 5 cents.

D

All Kinds of Farming Implements

Mr. Coons, one of the prosperous Termers of the Miami Valley,
attended to business in Cimarrón
on Monday.

Robert Foster returned to Roberts Mill, Monday to resume bis
duties as school teacher, after hav
ling attended the state convention
in Albuquerque last week.

Ft

X

J. H, 'Juiun of St. Joe, Mo., attended to business matters in this
city several days the past week.

1. 00.

While this great conflict of waste

I

j WE SELL

16c

2Sc GUM SPECIALS 25c

I

COMPANY

1

hoar-houn-
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it.

SUPPLY

Swastika coal, the most heat for
vour money, sold by J. W. Swear-inge-

prices quoted are so low that you can afford to buy and we to sell.
Our goods are strictly fresh, that's the only kind we sell in fact.
reg-

LAIL

B. F. McEndorler and wife of
Miami were visitors in Cimarrón,
Monday.

Hot Mince Pies made from our own Mince Meat

and fancy fruits in the city. Order your
turkey a few days ahead so as not to be
disappointed

Cimarron Meat Market

